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ankind is now confronted with an issue 
of worldwide concern, i.e. desertification, 
which is both a natural phenomenon and a 

process induced by human activities. Our planet and 
natural ecosystems have never been so degraded by 
our presence. Long considered as a local problem, 
desertification is now a global issue of concern to all 
of us, including scientists, decision makers, citizens 
from both developed and developing countries. Within 
this setting, it is urgent to boost the awareness of civil 
society to convince it to get involved. People must first 
be given the elements necessary to better understand 
the desertification phenomenon and the concerns. 
Everyone should have access to relevant scientific 
knowledge in a readily understandable language and 
format.

Within this scope, the French Scientific Committee 
on Desertification (CSFD) has decided to launch a 
series entitled Les dossiers thématiques du CSFD, which 
is designed to provide sound scientific information 
on desertification, its implications and stakes. This 
series is intended for policy makers and advisers from 
developed and developing countries, in addition to 
the general public and scientific journalists involved 
in development and the environment. It also aims at 
providing teachers, trainers and trainees with additional 

information on various associated disciplinary fields. 
Lastly, it endeavors to help disseminate knowledge on 
the combat against desertification, land degradation, 
and poverty to stakeholders such as representatives 
of professional, nongovernmental, and international 
solidarity organisations.

These Dossiers are devoted to different themes such 
as global public goods, remote sensing, wind erosion, 
agroecology, pastoralism, etc., in order to take stock of 
current knowledge on these various subjects. The goal is 
also to outline debates around new ideas and concepts, 
including controversial issues; to expound widely used 
methodologies and results derived from a number of 
projects; and lastly to supply operational and academic 
references, addresses and useful websites.

These Dossiers are to be broadly circulated, especially 
within the countries most affected by desertification, by 
email, through our website, and in print. Your feedback 
and suggestions will be much appreciated! Editing, 
production and distribution of Les dossiers thématiques 
du CSFD are fully supported by this Committee thanks 
to the support of relevant French Ministries and AFD 
(French Development Agency). The opinions expressed 
in these reports are endorsed by the Committee.

Foreword

Robin Duponnois

CsFD Chair
senior scientist, iRD

Laboratory of Tropical and Mediterranean symbiose

M
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The United Nations—through four international 
conferences held from 1975 to 1995—has highlighted 
that gender equality and women’s empowerment are 
an essential precondition for meeting the daunting 
social and environmental challenges we face today.  
At the 4th World Conference on Women held in Beijing  
in 1995, the 189 participating countries adopted a 
Platform for Action to foster equality in various fields 
(human rights, education, resource access, health, 
political participation, etc.). The implementation of this 
agenda is regularly reviewed, as it was in 2015 at the 
CSW59/Beijing+20 Conference. 

Interactions between land degradation and climate 
change are among the most disquieting environmental 
challenges* and substantial research has highlighted 
the impact of these changes on the livelihoods of people 
in dryland areas, including increased food insecurity 
and degraded living conditions for highly vulnerable 
communities. Women—due to their unequal rights—are 
markedly impacted by these often harsh changes, which 
primarily affect the poorest people and those with scant 
resources to adapt to them. 

Yet women have an essential role in production and 
domestic spheres in dryland areas, particularly in family 
farming, which is recognized as being crucial for the 
food and nutritional security of communities. Women 
on average carry out around 40% of the agricultural 
work, but it often exceeds 50% in some sub-Saharan 
African countries such as Cameroon, Zambia and 
Nigeria**. 

Women are involved in all agricultural sectors (crop 
and livestock production, fisheries, aquaculture and 
forestry) while also having an essential role in producing 
food to feed their families. But gender inequality 
nevertheless persists. Women have limited and often 
uncertain access to resources (land, livestock, irrigation 
water, equipment) and opportunities (training, 
financial services)**. They perform essential—yet 
socially and economically undervalued—household 
and economic tasks, including domestic work and 
non-market activities (fetching water and firewood, 
meal preparation, child and elderly care). This work 
is essential but often not accounted for in statistical 
reports*** since it is not recognized or remunerated, 

preamble

* IPCC, 2019, Climate Change and Land: an IPCC special report on climate change, desertifica-
tion, land degradation, sustainable land management, food security, and greenhouse gas fluxes 
in terrestrial ecosystem.  
** FAO, 2011. The state of food and agriculture. Women in agriculture: closing the gender gap 
for development.
*** Ilahi N. 2000. The intra-household allocation of time and tasks: what have we learnt from the 
empirical literature? Policy Research Report on Gender and Development, Working Paper Series 
No. 13. Washington, DC, World Bank.
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qq PastoralismqinqMorocco.qA shepherdess and her sheep 
G. MIchon © IRD



despite the heavy burden this work represents in terms 
of both time and effort. Women’s work time is often 
longer than that of men yet their responsibilities are 
increasing with the rising proportion of female-headed 
households and due to changes in family structures, 
but also to male labour migration in some regions—a 
trend that is increasing with the degradation of natural 
resources. Meanwhile women’s voices are not being 
heard, nor their rights defended, because of the lack of 
women’s representation in organizations, associations 
and decision-making and power bodies. 

Reducing social and gender inequality would enable 
women to actively strengthen their role as stakeholders 
in combating desertification. The Sustainable 
Development Goals defined for 2030 focus specifically—
through SDG 5—on women’s empowerment. Moreover, 
the three Rio Conventions, including the United Nations 
Convention to Combat Desertification, outlined action 
plans that take into account these gender issues, whose 
importance in rural dryland areas is now recognized. 
The need for enhanced women’s empowerment was also 
reiterated in the recent Climate Change and Land report 

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC, August 2019), stressing that “empowering women 
can bring synergies and co-benefits to household food 
security and sustainable land management.”

Women in rural dryland areas must be granted land and 
associated rights, as well as access to all tangible and 
intangible resources to which men are entitled. We could 
readily transform the lives of millions of households and 
make communities stronger, more resilient and stable 
by empowering women and girls who depend on land 
use to sustain their livelihoods and families, but also by 
reducing social inequality, including gender inequality.

Monique baRbuT

Former executive secretary of the united nations Convention to Combat Desertification
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introduction

Desertification affects the living conditions of rural 
communities in dryland areas. The primary impact 
on the most vulnerable populations is increased 
food insecurity linked to the decline in agricultural 
production yields and the decrease in available 
resources due to biodiversity deterioration. Livelihoods* 
consequently change and then alternative more or 
less sustainable solutions must be found to cope with 
these altered resources. Yet one of the fundamental 
elements of the economic and social organization 
of rural societies involves differentiation of rights, 
activities and responsibilities based on gender and other 
social dimensions (ethnicity, status, religion, etc.). The 
impacts of land degradation and desertification hence 

partly differ according to whether you are a woman or 
man, elder or youth, or member of a particular social 
group.

As women have less access rights to material resources 
(land, material, credit), but also intangible resources 
(consideration, representation in decision-making 
bodies, level of education) compared to men, they 
have a narrower range of options available to cope 
with the consequences of land degradation and 
desertification. Moreover, when resource pressure 
skyrockets, women’s rights are often the first to 
be eroded because they are more precarious. 

qp FarmqworkqinqtheqMoroccanqHighqAtlasqmountains.  
Young girls in the fields during barley harvesting. 
O. Barrière © IRD

qp CerealqpoundingqinqSenegal.  
Pounding of dry cereals harvested by women from a family in the 
village of Damantan, Kédougou region, eastern Senegal. 
J. Piquet © IRD

* Terms defined in the glossary (page 52) appear in blue and are underlined in the text.
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In this restrictive setting, women’s stakeholder capacity 
is expressed in many ways in the form of individual or 
collective initiatives at different scales. It is essential 
to understand and recognize these assets so as to be 
able to incorporate them in responses geared towards 
restoring degraded lands or mitigating desertification 
through sustainable land management.

This Dossier does not aim to provide a comprehensive 
picture of gender inequality in dryland areas. It takes a 
close look at gender relationships among people living 

in rural areas (excluding urban areas) whose livelihoods 
are closely linked to the state of the ecosystem, 
particularly the soil, and plant and animal biodiversity, 
which underpin the various activities (agriculture/
livestock/pastoralism/fisheries). The illustrative 
examples presented are mainly from Africa (Sahel 
and North Africa) due to the high future demographic 
weight of these regions and their vulnerability to climate 
change. But these problems are also acute elsewhere, 
particularly in South Asia, which could be the focus of a 
future Dossier.

Introduction
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status of women and men 
in dryland rural societies

qq AgriculturalqworkqinqNiger.qq
F. Boyer © IRD

>.FOCUS.|.Genderq–qaqsocialq
scienceqconcept
Gender refers to socially constructed relationships between 
women and men beyond their biological differences. 
Considering the notion of ‘gender’ rather than ‘sex’ reveals 
how societies have relied on biological differences, 
particularly those related to reproduction, to build distinct 
social roles between women and men, which are often 
marked by inequality. Values related to the masculine 
gender are systematically promoted to a greater extent 
than those related to the feminine gender, although these 
values may vary between societies. Women hence generally 
shoulder most of the tasks in the domestic sphere, which 
is devoted to social reproduction (e.g. cooking, child-and 
elder-care).
For further information: Benería et al., 2015; Bereni et al., 2012; Bisilliat and Verschuur,
2000; Locoh, 2007; Verschuur et al., 2014.
Genre en action: www.genreenaction.net 
BRIDGE (Institute of Development Studies): www.bridge.ids.ac.uk 

qp Preparationqofqaqmilletqpancake,qBenin.qC. Duos © IRD

This variety of situations illustrates that labour 
organization is not founded on the respective physical 
capacities of men and women from a naturalistic 
viewpoint. Instead, it is the outcome of complex 
interactions, involving a diverse range of family 
models, technico-economic changes and power 
relations within society. A technical change, better 
market promotion or other circumstances may thus 
prompt men to be interested in a so-called ‘feminine’ 
activity, which highlights the relative plasticity of 
these standards. For example, in West Africa, market 
gardening—which may be viewed as replicating 
women’s home gardens while being geared towards 
meeting family subsistence needs—may initially 
be conducted mainly by women, but the activity is 
sometimes soon taken over by men once it becomes 
profitable.

THe iMpoRTanCe oF GenDeR in aGRaRian sYsTeMs

The introduction of gender-sensitive analysis (i.e. 
gender relations, see Focus below) with regard to 
agricultural and pastoral production systems, and 
agrarian systems in a broader sense, is based on 
recognition of the ‘specific’ role that women have in 
these systems. Reflections on this issue under way since 
the 1970s encompass several disciplines ranging from 
economics to anthropology. While gender-differentiated 

roles are defined both symbolically and through 
the sexual division of labour and distinct types of 
production, this distribution is by no means fixed. 
Moreover, many ethnographic studies have showcased 
the universal nature of this gender division of labour 
(including domestic work), but also its variations 
between societies, its trends and transformations over 
time, while illustrating the roles assigned to women and 
men as social constructs (Mead, 1935; Balandier, 1974; 
Meillassoux, 1975; Beneria and Sen, 1981).
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>.FOCUS.|.Genderq
mainstreamingqaccordingqtoqtheq
FrenchqMinistryqforqEuropeqandq
ForeignqAffairsq(MEAE)
“Gender mainstreaming calls into question the processes 
whereby hierarchies are formed between people according 
to gender and the discrimination that ensues. The way 
roles, responsibilities, tasks and resources are divided 
between women and men is a source of inequality and 
limits women’s ability to enjoy their basic rights. Gender 
mainstreaming defends universal basic rights and equal 
access to the law, it aims to ensure equal rights to both 
women and men as well as a fair distribution of resources 
and responsibilities between them.

This methodology’s approach starts with a comparative 
analysis of women’s and men’s statuses and encourages 
better consideration of inequality in France’s external 
action. It helps identify and break down feminine and 
masculine stereotypes as well as the social and economic 
norms that underpin the relations between both sexes 
and contribute to perpetuating gender inequality. It also 
highlights power relationships and inequality between 
women and men an the subsequent repercussions on their 
abilities and opportunities to participate in development.” 
According to MEAE, 2018. France’s International Strategy on Gender Equality (2018-
2022), p. 15.

>.FOCUS.|.Aqfamilyqfarmqinq
WestqAfrica

There are examples of family-based production 
organization in several rural societies in sub-Saharan 
Africa, although the models are diversified and evolving 
as a result of sociodemographic, economic and cultural 
change. For example, among the Senufo people in Mali, this 
organization is founded on an agricultural production unit 
(so-called ‘family farm’ or ‘family’), consisting of several 
sometimes polygamous households, with everyone often 
residing in the same concession under the authority of a 
unit head, who organizes the production and distribution of 
resources. Some of the so-called ‘collective fields’ in these 
units are cultivated under the direction of the family head, 
but all members of the family labour force must reserve 
working days to carry out the cultivation tasks. In Mali’s 
cotton-growing zone, these collective fields are used for 
growing cotton and cereals (millet sorghum, maize), which 
are stored in collective granaries to supply the concession 
according to specific rules.

In many societies, there is also another field category, i.e. 
individual fields, that are located within the concession 
or household land area. These may be cultivated by the 
household head, but also by single women or young men. 
Crops harvested from these fields are self-consumed or 
sold—they serve for women, especially, to fulfil their family 
or community obligations, e.g. for ceremonies. Women 
may also sell these crops to cover some of their children’s 
expenses. Commercial crops (cotton, groundnuts) are 
sometimes also grown in individual fields. The income 
generated by these individual fields may be used by young 
single men to build up a small capital to enable them to 
marry. In these societies, there is no family ‘common pot’, 
i.e. pooling of resources is limited to certain areas and the 
distribution of responsibilities is fairly coded (who pays what 
in the family).
For further information: Bidou and Droy, 2017.

Status of women and men in dryland rural societies

qp Fieldqwork,qNiger.qq© M. Loireau 

qp WomenqinqaqFulaniqcampqinqNigerq–qhandicraftsqandq
childcare.qqq© I. Droy
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iDenTiFYinG, naMinG anD MeasuRinG WoMen’s 
aCTiViTies

There are still many dominant trends despite the 
diversity of situations. Women are largely responsible 
for managing tasks in the domestic sphere: water 
and firewood gathering, meal preparation, routine 
housekeeping, child- and elder-care activities. 
Otherwise, for other activities, women are often 
assigned to socially and economically undervalued 
work. Yet their role in agricultural production is 
essential and on average they account for around 40% 
of all agriculture work, according to FAO estimates, 
while exceeding 50% in some sub-Saharan African 
countries such as Cameroon, Zambia and Nigeria 
(FAO, 2011, p. 24). The situations vary across societies 
and agrarian systems—not only is participation as 
family labour in agricultural work heterogeneous, but 
there are also marked differences in empowerment 
and responsibility with regard to how the activities are 
conducted, which can be extended as in some regions 
in sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. in Ashanti communities in 

Ghana or Fon communities in Benin). Moreover, these 
situations are often not steadfast either and there may 
be substantial changes.

Measuring women’s activities is often difficult 
because they are relatively invisible in statistical and 
rural surveys. Women’s food production activities on 
individual plots are perceived by men and institutions 
as an extension of nurturing activities related to their 
status, which has also contributed to the devaluation 
of their vital role in agricultural production. Statistical 
surveys are often limited to interviews with the 
household or farm head, while they take very little 
account of non-market economic activities (including 
subsistence agricultural production) and domestic 
activities. This results in incomplete and partial 
information on women’s work (including domestic 
tasks), activities and income. However, some survey 
mechanisms (see adjacent Focus) highlight the 
respective contributions of family members in terms of 
time spent and type of activity (Droy, 2014).

qp Familyqagriculture,qTunisia.qWeeding and gathering plants for 
fodder in market-gardening areas in the Kettana Oasis.qq
C. Lamontagne © IRD
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>.FOCUS.|.Time-useqsurveysqtoqgainqgreaterqinsightqintoqwomen’sqactivities

qp Drawingqwellqwaterqwithqaqgoatskinqbag,qDantiandou,qNiger.qq
© I. Droy

qp Gatheringqgrassqforqfodderqinqthequndergrowthqinqanqagriculturalq
plot,qZaratqoasis,qsouthernqTunisia.qqC. Lamontagne© IRD

qp AccessqtoqwaterqinqruralqareasqinqHaiti.qqP. Gazin © IRD qp Transportingqmillet,qBurkinaqFaso.qJ.P. Guengant © IRD

Status of women and men in dryland rural societies

The development of time-use surveys was one of the 
recommendations of the 1995 Beijing World Conference on 
Women. This type of survey provides accurate information 
on the time allocations of all individuals in a household, thus 
highlighting the work of certain categories of the population 
(especially women and children) previously masked by 
inappropriate concepts, definitions and measurement 
methods. Theseq surveysq revealq theq extentq ofq tasksq carriedq
outq byq women,q butq whichq areq notq accountedq forq byq otherq
statisticalq mechanismsq (agriculturalq censusesq orq povertyq
surveys).q

This tool has made it possible to assess the time spent on 
unpaid economic activities, such as water or fuel collection 
(firewood), which is particularly high in dryland areas. It has 
also enabled assessment of the time devoted to domestic 
activities such as meal preparation or childcare.

Women’sq totalq workingq timeq isq oftenq longerq thanq men’s, 
but the allocation varies between market and non-market 
activities, with women having a larger share in non-market 
activities. Time-use analysis also highlights the constraints 
associated with this gender distribution: women’s mobility is 
more limited at fixed times due to multiple constraints, and 
they have less time to spend on social or leisure activities. Thisq
timeqconstraintqmustqbeqtakenqintoqaccountqwhenqintroducingq
technicalqorqorganizationalqinnovations:qactivitiesqthatqareqtooq
time-consumingqwouldqbeqappropriateqbarringqaqreductionqinq
women’sqworkload.

For further information: UN, 2005; Blackden and Wodon, 2006.
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In West Africa, in addition to agricultural activities in 
family fields and domestic tasks, womenq developq manyq
activitiesqtoqdiversifyqtheirqincomeqsources. Depending on 
the available opportunities, they may gather food, process 
products (shea butter, néré mustard), do small-scale 
business or work as agricultural employees. Rearing and 
selling small ruminants (goats, sheep) also account for 
a significant part of their income, while also generating 
funds to help them get through the leanq season or 
cover unforeseen expenses. Rearing, especially of small 
ruminants, has an increasingly important role, even in 
societies that had not previously practised this activity. In 
pastoral societies, such as amongst the Fulani, women also 
own cattle, which are incorporated in the family herd, but 
they retain ownership. Most importantly, they process and 
sell milk, which allows them to cover some family expenses.

Women’sq activitiesq areq alsoq linkedq toq theirq lifecycleq andq
status, often leaving them with little time for their own 
activities. It is common for daughters-in-law to do most of 
the domestic work even when they have young children. 
When their sons get married, they in turn are able to 
delegate these tasks to their daughters-in-law and devote 
more time to their economic activities. Hence, withinq theq
sameq socialq group,q women’sq situationq isq alsoq linkedq toq
theirqmaritalqstatus,qage,qtheqgenderqofqtheirqchildrenqandq
theirqrankqasqwivesqinqpolygamousqsocieties.
For further information: Kuhn, 1997; Floquet, 2007; Droy et al., 2014.

>.FOCUS.|.Multipleqchangingq
activities:qtheqcaseqofqWestq
Africanqwomen

Gender issues in dryland areas
Women as key stakeholders in combating desertification
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GenDeReD aCCess To ResouRCes

Access rights to resources, land, livestock and harvested 
produce are different for men and women. These 
differences could be partially explained by kinship 
relationships. Family structures are still marked by 
patrilineal or matrilineal filiation principles, often 
with complex combinations, which determine the 
transmission of land and even property rights: e.g. in 
Sereer communities in Senegal, this system is referred 
to as ‘bilinear’ because some property is transmitted 
via the maternal line (from the maternal uncle to his 
nephews) and others through the paternal line. Rights 
of access to land, water and trees are therefore linked to 
whether or not the person belongs to a larger group (e.g. 
those considered as being the first pioneers of a place) 
and to the ways that rights are transmitted to the family. 
‘Bundles of rights’ are therefore formed, some of which 
are clearly identifiable, such as the right of herders to 

graze their livestock on rangelands and on stubble in 
fields after harvests, or the right of women to harvest 
shea nuts in men’s land estates, or the right of usufruct 
on cultivated land. In some cases, the ownership of trees 
and land are even separated, i.e. trees can be inherited, 
sold or pledged without the land on which they grow.

In addition to these modes of resource rights 
transmission, another rule prevails in family structures 
regarding the location where wives will reside after 
marriage. The most common is patrilocality when the 
young wife resides in the husband’s parents’ village, but 
there are also cases of matrilocality, where the husband 
moves to his wife’s village. However, current family 
dynamics linked to sociodemographic, cultural and 
economic changes are leading to the diversification of 
family models, although hierarchies linked to gender or 
sibling status are still prevalent (Barou, 2017).

qp Aqbride'sqcanopyqonqaqcamel,qSudan. B. Faye © CIRAD 

qt Backgroundqphoto,qleft:qsellingqmilkqinqChad.qWives of Fulani herders in a market, Hadjer Lamis region.qM. Donna © IRD

qt Topqthumbnail:qwomenqgoingqfishingqnearqGuéguéré,qsouthernqBurkinaqFaso.q© M. Loireau, February 2019

qt Bottomqthumbnail:qwomenqsellingqdriedqfish,qMali.q© M. Loireau

qt Adjacentqright:qaqpotterqinqBurkinaqFaso.q© I. Droy
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In different societies, including those where matrilinearity 
is still present in the transmission of land (e.g. amongst the 
Akan ethnic groups in Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, Togo and Benin),q
patrilocalityq dominatesq andq socialq andq politicalq powerq
remainsqvestedqinqmen. Intra-family inequality is based on the 
prominence of the decision-making power of men/elders, who 
have privileged rights of access to and control over resources, 
thus leaving relatively little leeway for women and juveniles, 
but there are considerable variations according to the context 
and society.

As many studies have shown, in this organization, womenqdoq
notq haveq controlq overq land,q exceptq inq specificq situationsq ofq
individualizationq ofq propertyq rightsq throughq theq purchaseq
ofq landq orq inheritance. Women may, however, have access 
to certain fields for their own crops within the family estate 
or the husband’s lineage, but these rights are limited to 
temporary use and depend on their marital status. Separationq
orqwidowhoodqisqthereforeqsynonymousqwithqlandqinsecurity.
For further information: Colin, 2004; Hillenkamp, 2011; Hallward-Driemeier and Hasan, 2012.

>.FOCUS.|.Complexqresourceqrightsqinqlineageqsocieties

Family-based production and consumption organization 
is often complex, with spheres that only partially 
overlap—sometimes with separate production and 
residence units and ‘kitchens’. In this setting, a completely 
theoretical model of a unitary egalitarian household with 
resource pooling and allocation according to individual 
needs is impossible to apply. The forms of resource 
allocation, obligations and decision-making power 
are indeed more complex, with marked variations 
according to cultural areas, sometimes very far from the 
unitary model and often involving budget separation.

An analysis of activities and the distribution of roles and 
obligations (granary management, feeding children, 
payment of school and health fees), as well as their 
changes in a restrictive sociodemographic and ecological 
context, partially explains the factors underlying food 
insecurity alongside other socioeconomic factors at 
different scales (markets, agricultural policies, insecurity, 
etc.).

There are also often relatively marked gaps between 
social norms, as stated by community representatives 
and individuals themselves, and their practical 
implementation. These gaps vary according to 
socioeconomic developments and husband-wife 
negotiations that take place outside of the social scene.

qp ArganqgrovesqinqMorocco.qA shepherdess and her goat herd in a field of argan trees. The argan tree also serves as pasture and provides fodder 
for about 2 million ruminants. G. Michon © IRD 

qt Examinationqofq
aqnewbornqbabyq
theqdayqafterqbirth,q
Benin.qqN. Fievet © IRD
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HuMan DeVeLopMenT, GenDeR anD ResouRCe 
pRessuRe inDiCaToRs – CLose LinKs

2000-2015: a mixed MDG record for dryland areas

As early as 2000, the United Nations (UN) defined eight 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) for a 15 year 
period. By 2015, they aimed to halve global poverty, 
reduce child and maternal mortality, as well as hunger 
and diseases (HIV/AIDS, malaria, etc.), halve the 
number of people without access to drinking water and 
sanitation, protect the environment and create a global 
partnership for development. Goal 3 was devoted to 
promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment 
as a necessary condition for development. Focusing 
efforts on specific objectives has yielded major results in 
some areas, such as reducing child mortality.

The findings of the 2015 MDG assessment were mixed 
with regard to drylands (United Nations, 2015). Extreme 
poverty has been reduced, but the vast majority of the 
population still lives below the poverty line. The gender 
inequality reduction results vary greatly between fields 
and countries. Significant progress has been made 
in access to primary education, with a sharp increase 
in girls’ access to school. In some countries, women’s 
participation in political life has substantially improved, 
such as in Senegal, where the National Assembly has 
been almost equally gender balanced since a law was 
passed in 2012.

Under-five mortality has been significantly reduced 
outside conflict areas. However, according to the 
UNICEF ‘The Changing Face of Malnutrition’ flagship 
report (2019), globally, one in three children is not 
growing well due to malnutrition (undernutrition, 
hidden hunger and overweight). Chronic child 
malnutrition (stunting) is still very high, and has even 
worsened in some African countries, particularly 
in rural areas. Invisible or hidden hunger, which 
results from inadequate nutrition and vitamin and 
micronutrient deficiencies, is particularly high in sub-
Saharan Africa and South Asia (IFPRI, 2014; Grebmer 
et al., 2014; UNICEF, 2019), often affecting more than 
a third of children under 5 years old, sometimes with 
irreversible impacts on their physical and cognitive 
development. Chronic malnutrition is due to multiple 
factors, but the links between poverty, women’s low 
level of education and their lack of empowerment 
with the prevalence of child malnutrition have been 

demonstrated (Lemke and Bellows, 2016). The food 
insecurity context is often linked to natural disasters 
(floods, cyclones, droughts) that affect agricultural 
production, but also to conflicts, which cause food 
crises (FSIN, 2019) that specifically affect women and 
children.

qp Preparationqofqaqcowpeaqstew,qSenegal.q T. Chevallier © IRD

qq Improvingqtheqfirstqweaningqfood:qaqnecessityqtoqpreventqmalnutritionqinq
youngqchildren.qB. Maire © IRD
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Women’s reproductive health has improved with the 
reduction of maternal mortality through improved 
health facilities. But human rights are still largely 
disregarded in some societies, especially in West Africa 
(Guinea, Mali) and East Africa (Somalia, Eritrea, Sudan), 
where the rate of female genital mutilation has only 
slightly declined, with serious impacts on women’s 
physical and psychological health*. Access to birth 
control is often insufficient; social (husband or family) 
and religious pressures thwart progress in this area 
and undermine women’s right to control their own 
bodies. Moreover, early marriages and pregnancies 
remain widespread, although family patterns are 
changing rapidly (Antoine and Marcoux, 2014).

It is crucial to no longer sidestep the demographic 
issue in dryland areas with fragile natural resources. 
For example, in Niger, the population increased from  
7 million in 1988 to 20.6 million in 2017 according to 
the Institut national de la statistique (INS, Niamey). 
Eighty percent of the country is very rural, with activity 
systems closely linked to pastoral and agropastoral 
resources. With a fertility rate that still exceeds 7 children 
per woman and a young population (more than half 
of whom are under 15 years old), Niger faces the dual 
challenge of sustainable resource management under 
high anthropogenic pressure and of youth employment, 
where the prospects are bleak**. The demographic 
issue is certainly complex, but it closely overlaps with 

qq Preventiveqpublicqhealthqcampaign.qPosterqtoqraiseqawarenessqonq
combatingqexcision,qBurkinaqFaso. M.-N. Favier © IRD

qp Apprenticesqinquniformqinqaqsewingqworkshop.qTogo.qq
P. Rheault © IRD

qt NigerienqstudentsqfromqDanq
DickoqDankoulodoqUniversityqofq
Maradiq(UDDM)qinqgraduationq
attireqforqanqMScqdegreeqinq
agronomy.qFrom left to right, 
Rahilatou Moussa Tchoffo, 
valedictorian, Zouera Bomborou, 
then Rachida Moussa, 2nd in her 
class. Rahilatou and Rachida will 
start thesis research on water. 
Maradi, Niger.qq
© M. Loireau, January 2019

* For statistics on the prevalence of different forms of female genital mutilation, see the websites of 
the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA): www.who.
int/reproductivehealth/topics/fgm/prevalence/fr/; www.unfpa.org
** For more details by country, see the UNFPA website:www.unfpa.org/fr/data/world-population 
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women’s status—tensions that emerged in several 
countries, such as Mali in 2009 over the revision of the 
family code, reflect the power, or even resurgence, of 
conservative movements that are against equal gender 
rights, with women being relegated a minor social 
status.

2016-2030: an sDG focused on women

The UN subsequently set 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) for the 2016-
2030 period to replace the MDGs—the 

latter have a universal scope and are more politically 
focused.

Each SDG comes with targets to be implemented by 
2030. SDG 5 was specifically devoted to the gender 

inequality issue***: “Achieve gender equality and 
empower all women and girls.” Gender equality targets 
are set in other SDGs such as that focused on health: 
“Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all 
ages” (SDG 3), and that on education: “Ensure inclusive 
and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 
learning opportunities for all” (SDG 4).

Combating desertification is part of SDG 15: “Protect, 
restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial 
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation 
and halt biodiversity loss.” These objectives should 
be carefully combined when implementing actions, 
i.e. carry out initiatives to preserve or restore the 
environment while ensuring gender equality.

qq Posterqpromotingqgirls'qeducationqinqBenin.qqC. Lissalde © IRD

qt Nigerienqdoctoralqstudent,qKhadidiaqYéroq
Souley,qonqland-useqchangesqinqwesternq
Niger:qimpactqonqtheqwaterqcycle.qq
She currently works at AGRHYMET and as 
an expert in sustainable land management 
projects and assessment of land restoration 
operations.q© Maud Loireau, 2010

*** For political reasons, there was no agreement on the use of the term gender to refer to 
socially constructed roles in the SDGs.
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Land degradation does not affect the activities and living 
standards of women and men in the same way because 
of their different roles in agricultural production 
and resource management. In the areas studied in 
this Dossier, desertification affects societies whose 
vulnerability is linked to multiple interacting economic, 
social, political and security factors, thus giving rise to 
a so-called ‘vulnerability syndrome’* linked to global 
change.

LanD pRessuRe anD insTiTuTionaL CHanGes

With increased land and population pressure and 
the individualization and commodification of land 
—replacing lineage land management—the most 
precarious land-use rights are sometimes the first to 
disappear, after which women and youth are deprived 
of land access, and thus to a key production resource  
in rural areas (Verschuur, 2011; Monimart, 2011).

Public policies (registration, security) can disrupt 
local land rules and in some cases contradict forms 
of intra-family management of land resources and 
cause tensions within families. Moreover, family 
structures have been subject to major upheavals for 
several decades, with a diversification of models and 
an increase in the share of single-parent households 
headed by women (Barou, 2017). In rural areas, this 
insecurity regarding land access rights is one of the 
reasons for women’s impoverishment, combined with 
other inequalities in customary or legally-binding 
rights, such as the family code, whose application is 
often variable.

Land pressure also comes from abroad. In recent 
years, several governments of poor dryland 
countries have accepted the principle of the 
acquisition of large tracts of agricultural land by 
foreign financial or industrial groups, e.g. Mali, 

social and environmental  
change – gender-differentiated impacts

qq Womenqandqchildrenqsiftingqthroughq
soilqextractedqbyqmenqinqaqnowqabandonedq
goldqmineqinqtheqhopeqofqextractingqmoreq
goldqdust,qBondiguiqmunicipality,qsouthernq
BurkinaqFaso.q© Maud Loireau, 2019

* By the syndromes approach (Lüdeke et al., 2004), it is possible to synergistically combine 
different vulnerability scales, ranging from individual vulnerability (individuals, households) to 
that of certain social groups, then to that of a territory or country, in turn facilitating definition of 
a characteristic vulnerability profile.



>.FOCUS.|.Accessqtoqirrigationqwaterq–qaq
recognizedqbutqoverlookedqeconomicqright
Gender equality regarding economic rights is enshrined in national 
legislation in many countries such as Niger. However, in practice, 
these rights are seldom respected, including access to irrigation 
water for agriculture, which is essential in dryland areas. The results 
of a case study of two irrigated rice fields in Niger revealedq theq
mechanismsqofqmarginalization,qorqevenqexclusion,qofqwomenq fromq
landq andq irrigationq water,q despiteq theq reaffirmationq thatq genderq
mainstreamingqisqcrucialqinqreducingqpovertyqandqfoodqinsecurity.

Women’s access to developed plots is primarily very restricted because 
male household heads are privileged. Moreover, for the few women 
who do have a field plot, water access is particularly constraining in 
cropping areas with technical and organizational problems, where it 
is necessary to irrigate at night and monitor water towers in a power 
struggle with neighbours. Difficulties of access to labour and inputs 
also penalize them and their margins are very low. Finally, despite 
the prohibition on hereditary succession or sale, the plots are handed 
down between men in the family, while women are excluded from 
inheritance according to customary rules, contrary to the legislation 
in force.
Source: Alou et al., 2015. 
For further information on the impacts of gender discrimination on family agriculture: Hiilenkamp, 
2011; Croppenstedt et al., 2013; Guétat et al., 2014.

qp IrrigationqsystemqinqTunisia.qThe gravitational irrigation 
technique consists of watering the crops via surface runoff. 
J. Champion © IRD

** See the Land Matrix Initiative website which monitors large-scale land investments worldwide: 
http://landmatrix.org 

qp AgriculturalqworkqinqtheqAïtqBouguemezqvalleyqinqMorocco.q
Irrigated farming products (cereals and fodder) are mainly targeted 
to feed families in this valley. qqL. Auclair © IRD
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Ethiopia and Sudan, to name but a few** (Nicolas, 
2014). There is much debate on this land-grabbing 
issue, particularly on the impact of the reduction 
of available land area on family farming and/or 
livestock farming. The impacts on women’s rights are 
equally negative, since they are generally the least 
secure. Moreover, women are often excluded from 
negotiations on land transfer ‘compensation’ and are 
thus disadvantaged.

>.EXAMPLE.|.Lossqofqlandqaccessqandq
defeminizationqofqagricultureqinqNiger

In southern Niger, near Maradi, in a densely populated region 
where land pressure is high with recurrent livelihood crises, 
defeminizationq ofq agricultureq isq underwayq throughq theq
confinementq ofq womenq underq theq pressureq ofq radicalq Islam.q
Thisqnewqsocialqorderqhasqbeenqinstrumentalqinqhaltingqwomen’sq
agriculturalq activitiesq byq excludingq themq fromq landq access.q
Thisqlossqofqautonomyqandqresourcesqhasqfurtherqimpoverishedq
women,q whileq theirq socialq burdensq andq obligationsq remain:q
diversification into other activities is limited, and most men are 
unable to meet their family’s basic needs (food and non-food); the 
social situation is particularly critical since nearly half of children 
under 5 years old in this part of Niger suffer from chronic 
malnutrition.

Some projects are striving to reverse this trend through 
collaborations with associations and imams to apply 
Muslim law, which in some cases has helped avoid this 
loss of women’s usufruct of land by including them in 
successions (which is not provided for under the lineage 
rules). Even if the distribution is unequal between boys 
and girls, this at least allows girls to have secure access 
to a minimum amount of land.
For further information: Diarra and Monimart, 2006.

qp AqfestiveqdayqinqSinaqKwara,qNiger.qqM.L. Sabrié © IRD
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>.FOCUS.|.Oasesq–quniqueq
systemsqrequiringqresourceqandq
knowledgeqprotection

Oasis systems are varied, but all of them depend on access 
to groundwater in highly arid regions. These environments 
are often affected by desertification, both because of global 
environmental change and of exploitation methods that alter 
water resources. Yet the rural economy of the Sahara oases 
is based on diversified family farming where date palm 
trees play an important role. Many oasis product processing 
activities are carried out by women, but the decline in 
resources—in a context of high population growth and 
changing consumption patterns—has made these products 
less attractive. This situation is leading to pauperization of 
the population, with a marked impact on women who are 
less mobile than men. In several oases, such as Figuig 
in Morocco, initiatives to support craft activities such as 
weaving (organization of marketing through fairs or new 
circuits) have prompted renewed interest in techniques that 
marshal long-standing knowledge, while boosting income 
and cultural identity. Theq developmentq ofq geographicalq
indicationsq forq theseq localq products,q whichq respectq
traditionalq know-how,q hasq madeq itq possibleq toq supportq
—viaq commercialq outletsq andq prices—anq approachq toq
enhanceqandqpreserveqtheqbiologicalqandqculturalqdiversityq
ofqtheseqareasqthreatenedqbyqglobalization.
For further information:
Centre d’Actions et de Réalisations Internationales | (CARI), an association that 
supports local development stakeholders in dryland areas, particularly in oases, in 
combating desertification: www.cariassociation.org 
On geographical indications: AFD/FFEM, 2010.
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DeCReaseD aCCess To ResouRCes FoR WoMen

Land pressure has also led to the reduction of fallows 
(in area and duration) and uncultivated areas (‘bush’), 
where women are often active gathering fruit, plants, 
bark or roots that are used in food preparations 
(including during the lean season) or pharmacopoeia, 
or they sometimes even sell these products. Luxereau 
(2003, p. 78) points out that, “when harvesting and 
gathering activities are carried out by sedentary 
populations, they are often considered as essentially 
feminine and marginal production activities relative to 
cereal production, but the products become essential 
during lean periods.” However, with ecological and 
social change, women are no longer the only ones 
interested in these plants and male household heads 
are also picking them to be marketed.

In a study conducted in southwestern Burkina 
Faso, Fourgeau (2002) highlighted the impacts of 
reducing fallows on women’s activities. With the 
loss of plant gathering resources in uncultivated 
areas, women must find new activities to fulfil their 
family responsibilities (provision of condiments or 
participation in covering certain household expenses). 
There has also been a decrease in crop plant diversity 
(crop diversity, market gardens, millet, etc.) due to 
changes in production systems. The introduction of 
seeds engineered via agricultural research, with genetic 
homogenization and the loss of certain traits such as 
photoperiodism (for millet/sorghum), has a negative 
impact on family food security in terms of food quantity 
and diversity.

 q Packaging of products from an oasis in Tunisia. © M. Loireau

qq Women'sqcooperativeqinqZammour:qbarleyqsorting.qTunisia.qqq
C. Lamontagne© IRD
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>.FOCUS.|.Migrationqandqvulnerability
In Dantiandou, Niger, although human migration is a long-standing phenomenon, its scale has become unprecedented in recent 
decades due to population growth, terroir saturation and successive food crises. The observed decrease in food stocks from one 
year to the next has several causes: in addition to fluctuations in production due to climatic hazards, there is the problem of soil 
fertility degradation, earlier crop sales or the fact that farmers sometimes have to pledge part of their harvest to repay debts 
contracted during the previous leanqseason.

In these conditions, it is sometimes most of the active men in a village community who migrate. Due to the agricultural crisis in 
Niger, most men now have to be temporarily mobile, and this no longer only involves single men, because it is essential for everyone 
to search for income abroad. Most of these men are involved in small-scale trade, which requires start-up funds, and it is common 
for them to sell millet or small ruminants to finance the launch. But this commitment of assets is risky in a situation of high family 
financial and food insecurity, especially since the migration context has also changed with the emergence of political and security 
unrest affecting the destination 
countries. However, this means that 
women, children and elders are 
left back on the farm for more than 
6 months. They have to cope with 
the shortage of food supplies from 
family production at an increasingly 
early age—men are often unable to 
return in time for the first physically 
demanding work of the season, such 
as ploughing. Theq questq forq incomeq
throughqmigrationqcomesqatqtheqpriceq
ofq increasedq familyqvulnerabilityqandq
significantq impactsqonqlocalqbusinessq
systems.
Source: Bidou and Droy, 2017.
For further information: Mounkaïla, 2002; Hesse et al., 
2013.

MiGRaTion – MaJoR soCioDeMoGRapHiC CHanGe

In many dryland countries, particularly in the 
Sahelo-Sudanian region, migration dynamics are a long-
standing trend and current incomes generated by this 
mobility are vital for national economies. Attention has 
often been focused on long-term migration, especially 
to Europe or agricultural colonization migration—such 
as the Mossi migration within Burkina Faso—to newly 
cultivated areas or neighbouring countries (Sautter, 
1980).

Short-term migration, also known as temporary 
migration (3-6 months), is also widespread in rural 
Sahelo-Sudanian areas. These migrations are an integral 
part of the activity system (especially since colonization 
and due to the need generate income to pay taxes). 
They are linked to the agricultural calendar: during the 
dry season, many men leave the villages after harvest 
for several months to find work, which places women 
in a pivotal role with increased family responsibilities 

(subsistence, child- and elder-care). These temporary 
migrants may look for an activity in the city or go to 
neighbouring countries on relatively established routes, 
i.e. with local stopovers. They return home for the 
agricultural work that starts in the rainy season. These 
migrations make it possible to supplement incomes in 
conditions under which the possibilities for diversifying 
local activities are highly limited and where there 
are wide variations in agricultural and agropastoral 
activities due to climatic hazards, economic and security 
shocks (Lallou and Delaunay, 2015). Environmental 
degradation leads to the loss of livelihoods and 
increases pressure on migration dynamics.

In many regions, temporary migration is also now a 
way for married or unmarried women to obtain paid 
work, often in cities, thus enabling them to contribute 
to family expenses or build up a marriage trousseau 
for young girls. The feminization of migration is 
being observed in cases of short- or long-term or 
international migration.

qq Migrants.qNiger.qTravellersq(probablyqdailyq
migrants)qonqtheqroadqbetweenqBaadoqandqIllela.  
F. Boyer © IRD

Social and environmental change – gender-differentiated impacts
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>.EXAMPLE.|.Whoqbenefitsqfromqjatropha?qAqprojectqtoqdevelopqaqshortq
agrofuelqproductionqchainqtoqreduceqfuelqpovertyqinqMali
Since 2005, the links between energy access and development 
issues (improving livelihoods through access to electricity 
and economic development) have generated considerable 
discussion, particularly regarding possible alternatives to 
fossil fuels—notably agrofuels—accessible in rural areas. 
EU-wide commitments to mainstreaming agrofuels into the 
transport sector considerably heightened interest in this 
energy source at the time. In developing countries, many 
projects have been proposed to produce plant-sourced 
biodiesel or ethanol based on large-scale development of field 
crops, generally founded on an agroindustrial model, with 
a particular interest in jatropha (Jatropha curcas), a shrub 
that produces inedible oil seeds. However, the economic 
results of large-scale jatropha plantations—once described 
as ‘green gold’—have been quite disappointing and only a few 
monoculture plantations have been set up, thus limiting the 
impact of land grabbing.

Meanwhile NGOs have been considering the possibility of 
developing short agrofuel supply chains on family farms to 
reduce fuel poverty in rural areas. Cotton growers in Mali’s 
cotton zone have thus taken advantage of the opportunity 
offered by jatropha promoters to produce fuel oil as an 
alternative to diesel in certain rural facilities (generators, 

mills, etc.). Jatropha was already present in this region, 
particularly in hedges since the 1980s when the cotton 
company had promoted growth of this shrub as an erosion-
control measure. But the fruits were not being used due to 
their toxicity. At that time, women were allowed to harvest 
jatropha berries free of charge simply by notifying the land 
owners. Some elderly women made soap from the fruits for 
family use, but each shell had to be removed manually, which 
was a very laborious process. But then the family’s soap 
needs were essentially covered by homemade shea butter 
soap.

The various jatropha promotion projects provided a strong 
incentive for farmers to plant new jatropha plantlets grown 
from local seeds. In three municipalities in the cotton-growing 
area, the number of plants increased from about 55,000 
before the arrival of the promoters in 2008 to more than 
420,000 in 2014. Many plantations have been set up as hedges 
around crop fields. Surveys conducted as part of the JatroRef 
network revealed that the prospect of generating income was 
not farmers’ primary motivation. They were found to be mainly 
interested in jatropha as a means to control soil erosion and 
address land insecurity issues and these parameters were 
taken into account when choosing planting sites.

sTaKeHoLDeR beHaViouR ReGaRDinG CHanGes in 
ResouRCe DisTRibuTion

Development interventions are also instrumental 
in changing gender relations. There are many 
examples where ‘gender-blind’ development projects 
have contributed to women’s loss of autonomy. But 

stakeholder behaviours are sometimes complex and 
women have a surprising ability to develop strategies to 
cope with changes in resource management conditions, 
as shown in the example below concerning a jatropha 
fuel production project in Mali to supply mills and 
generators in villages.

Gender issues in dryland areas
Women as key stakeholders in combating desertification
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During the same period, the promoters started buying 
jatropha seed at between FCFA50-150/kg. Onceqtheqjatrophaq
plantationsq hadq beenq setq upq andq aq marketq emergedq forq
thisq crop,q womenq noq longerq hadq freeq accessq toq theq seedsq
andq thisq activityq wasq takenq overq byq men. Nevertheless, 
women were still highly involved in jatropha seed harvesting 
and postharvest treatment, including shelling, sorting and 
winnowing.

Meanwhile, the shea market expanded and shea processing 
companies in the Bobo-Dioulasso region of Burkina Faso 
extended their supply area to the Sikasso region of Mali. 
This was an opportunity for women since shea nut collection 
and shea butter marketing are female activities. In several 
households, women then sought to get more jatropha seeds 
to meet their household soap needs, thus enabling them 
to market their shea butter rather than turning it into soap. 
The jatropha soap-making technique thus became widely 
available between 2008 and 2014 and some women were 
buying jatropha seeds at FCFA120-150/kg.

Household surveys conducted during the 2014 cropping 
season showed that despite the restricted access to jatropha 
seeds, women were able to obtain them by negotiating directly 

with the family head as remuneration for their harvest and 
postharvest work, by furtively setting aside part of the seeds 
gathered when working in the family plantations, or by 
making arrangements with plantation owners. It is estimated 
that women ultimately get about 30% of the seeds, but the 
conditions vary depending on the attitude of the household 
head. Women thus have two combined objectives, i.e. to meet 
their household soap needs and to have a personal source of 
income.

Recently set up plantations are, however, less productive than 
expected and jatropha promoters are struggling to obtain 
sufficient raw materials to run their processing units. The 
available seed supply in the area is likely to increase as the 
plants mature, but the prospect of a local jatropha-based 
agrofuel supply chain is still uncertain. These plantations also 
provide other ecosystem services, such as stabilizing soils 
that are highly vulnerable to erosion. On the surface, women 
appear to have lost control of this resource, but in practice 
they actually reap a significant share of it. Anq unexpectedq
impact:qpromotersqofqtheqjatrophaqoilqsectorqandqwomenqwillq
competeqforqmarketingqofqjatrophaqseeds.
For further information: IRAM, 2014
JatroRef Network: http://jatroref.iram-fr.org 

qt Jatropha,qaqsourceqofqagrofuel.q P. Zante © IRD

qp WomenqinqtheqvillageqofqNampenaqmakingqsoapqfromqjatrophaqoilcake.q23 January 2014, inauguration of two pure jatropha vegetable oil 
production units in Yorosso and Koury, in southeastern Mali. © GERES
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Women’s capacity for action, as viewed from an 
economic standpoint, is also reflected in actions 
to combat land degradation. They may be oriented 
towards ex-post land restoration activities or ex-ante 
contributions to biodiversity preservation, such as in 
value-added uses of forest products. Women are also 
developing initiatives to improve their livelihoods and 
offset the negative effects of land degradation.

MiTiGaTinG DeFoResTaTion bY ReDuCinG FueLWooD 
ConsuMpTion 

Wood is the main domestic fuel source for cooking and 
lighting in rural and urban tropical dryland areas. This 
can lead to forest degradation or even deforestation 
in some areas. There is a considerable degree of 
uncertainty regarding data on wood as an energy 
source due to difficulties in measuring wood harvesting 
rates (Ozer, 2004). In many countries, in the absence 
of affordable alternatives for most households (gas or 

electricity), actions to combat deforestation are carried 
out in two directions. First, wood resource management 
with the creation of regulated wood markets (Hautdidier 
et al., 2004) or plantations devoted to fuelwood 
production and, secondly, the reduction of consumption 
by using more efficient combustion equipment such 
as improved stoves, or alternative fuel products such 
as plant residue briquettes. Women are involved to 
different extents in both cases.

With regard to wood resource management, women and 
their children take care of firewood collection in many 
rural societies—they generally collect dead wood, often 
further and further away from their homes, and carry it 
back on foot, which is a long and arduous task. However, 
this fuelwood gathering is not always environmentally 
neutral. In some rare cases, such as in southern 
Morocco, women cut the lower branches of argan trees 
to form large piles of wood in front of their house, which 
is a sign of wealth, but seriously weakens the trees.

Women’s involvement in combating land 
degradation

qq AgroforestryqinqEthiopia.qPoster promoting an agroforest in an Arabica coffee production area. H. De Foresta © IRD
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Yet women are seldom decision makers with regard to 
cutting wood from living trees and making charcoal 
from managed renewable wood resources or, more 
frequently, from uncontrolled harvesting. However, the 
quantities harvested are often greater than the natural 
forest renewal rate, which is a major (and often the 
main) deforestation factor in dryland regions.

Regarding fuelwood consumption, considerable work 
has been undertaken since the 1980s to develop and 
disseminate stoves that improve calorific efficiency, 
thereby reducing the amount of wood or charcoal 
consumed for cooking and the emission of toxic 

fumes that are unhealthy for women and household 
members. These stoves help save on fuelwood and are 
relatively easy to incorporate in local practices, but their 
distribution is hampered the lack of public incentive 
policies. Other innovations such as solar ovens have also 
been tested but they are harder incorporate in domestic 
practices.

Plant residue-based fuel alternatives to replace fuelwood 
or charcoal are promising. They are promoted by local 
associations, researchers and NGOs, as in the case of the 
Burkina Faso Biofuel Project underway in Banfora (see 
below).

>.EXAMPLE.|.Makingqfuelqfromqplantqresidueq–qanqincomeqsourceqforq
womenqandqeffectiveqinqcombatingqdesertification
In Banfora, Burkina Faso, the NGO Projets Solidaires 
developed the Burkina Faso Biofuel Project, which brings 
together stakeholders from Burkina Faso (women’s 
associations, craftspeople, research centres) and 
France (NGO Projets Solidaires, researchers). In addition 
manufacturing and distributing improved stoves, fireplace 
logs are manufactured from combustible plant waste 
to replace wood and charcoal in kitchens. Women’s 
associations are well organized in this region, particularly 
for shea butter processing. The Munyu des Femmes de la 
Comoé association, a project partner, has a membership of 
10,000 women.

Biofuel is a mixture of biomass not used for other purposes 
(e.g. cotton stalks or shea cake), a binder (molasses, 
gum arabic, clay) and water. It is produced according to 
a manufacturing process involving mixing, pressing and 
drying. Two sectors are involved:
• carbonized biomass (particularly with cotton stems) for 
manufacturing briquettes to replace charcoal
• non-carbonized biomass (with shea cake) to make 
fireplace logs to replace wood.

In 2018, Projets Solidaires started a similar project in 
Senegal which involved manufacturing biofuel from 
groundnut shell residue.
For further information:
www.projets-solidaires.org/nos-projets/nos-realisations/165-projet-bio-charbon

Biomass group
Munyu village group

Binder (clay, etc.)
Carbonized biomass

Village(s)

Biomass
(cotton stems, etc.)

Charcoal dust

Carriers

Briquettes

Manual mixing

Carbonizer

Munyu women's group

Briquette users

Briquette group

Sale by the 
briquette group

Briquette press

qp Backgroundqphoto:qdepositqofqimprovedqstovesqusedqforqcookingqwithqwoodqorqcoal,qSenegal. S. Svistoonoff © IRD

© Ch. Cabrit/Projets solidaires
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MaKinG eFFeCTiVe use oF naTuRaL ResouRCes anD 
MainTaininG eCosYsTeM DiVeRsiTY

Innovative projects to make effective energy use of 
plant biomass are being set up, e.g. the Jacigreen 
project in Burkina Faso. This project was set up by a 
young Burkinabe engineer with the aim of generating 
electricity from a biomethanization platform using 
water hyacinth—an invasive plant that is harming the 
proper functioning of the Niger River and other aquatic 
ecosystems. Hyacinth harvesting thus provides income 
for women, whose livelihoods are in turn enhanced 
through electricity generation and the regulation of this 
invasive species.

Making more effective use of harvested resources 
(fruit or plants) can promote women’s empowerment 
—as these activities often correspond to tasks they 
traditionally perform—while preserving the ecosystem 
from which the resources originate. It is also a means 
of acquiring and disseminating new product processing 
and improvement techniques, e.g. manufacturing 
currently very internationally popular shea butter 
and argan oil. The preservation, enhancement and 
regeneration of agroforestry stands (including argan and 
shea trees), which have an essential role in ecosystem 
services in dryland areas, can be achieved through 
the economic development of fruit collection and 
processing.

qu Manufacturingqarganqoil,q
Morocco.qCrushing argan nuts (to 
extract the kernel) in a women's 
cooperative. qG. Michon © IRD

qq Promotionqofqlocalqruralqproducts,qTunisia.qq
A women's cooperative in Zammour. Promotion of 
oasis products (barley, dried figs, beans, chickpeas, 
seeds, honey, etc.).qThe products are targeted for 
local markets but also visitors and tourists. These 
women regularly promote their products at national 
fairs. C. Lamontagne © IRD
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>.EXAMPLE.|.Promotingqforestqproductsqandqtrainingqwomenq–q
distillationqofqaromaticqplantsqinqTunisia

Takrouna region (Kef governorate) 
in northwestern Tunisia is a forest 
area with rugged terrain and high soil 
erosion. Its natural resources are not 
always developed and utilized in a 
sustainable and economically optimal 
way by local communities.

Since 1985, the Fondation El Kef pour 
le développement régional has been 
carrying out local socioeconomic  
development and livelihood enhance-
ment (electrification, road construction, 
housing improvement, etc.) initiatives, 
several of which are focused specifically on supporting the 
activities of vulnerable women.

Rosemary, mastic and wild mint are traditionally harvested 
by women in this region. Since 2009, a project has been 
under way to support the development of these products 
through the distillation of rosemary and mastic tree 
essential oils, which helps improve the value chain.

A first practical training course is focused on resource 
management: harvesting techniques, plant selection 

according to their state of development, and environment-
friendly harvesting techniques.

Technical know-how is required for the distillation process, 
which is carried out in the Community Development Centre. 
In recent years, around 40 women have thus been trained 
to master the processes necessary to obtain certified 
products. In addition to rosemary, the women also distil 
lavender—a species that was introduced and planted in the 
area—which has diversified the workshop activities while 
reducing pressure on local natural resources.

The innovative educational techniques used for this training 
have created a demand for interventions in other fields, 
i.e. mainly for setting up family gardens which, through a 
rainwater collection system, has generated local jobs and 
reduced outmigration. Water and soil conservation works 
are also being introduced in the area to reduce erosion, 
provide protection against soil degradation while getting 
the entire community involved in environmental protection.

Thisq formq ofq forestq resourceq useq getsq populationsq
involvedq inq environmentalq protection. Women have 
boosted their technical skills required for distillation and 
working in the Groupement de Développement Agricole de 
Takrouna, which has improved their economic situation and 
empowerment.

The Takrouna development programme is carried out by 
several national and foreign partners.
Source: Khadraoui Hafidha, Programme Director, Fondation El Kef pour le développement 
régional, Kef, Tunisia.

qp Left.qDemonstrationqofqplantqcutting.q© Hafidha Khadraoui
qp Right.qPlantqweighingqofqplantsqandqlambic. © Hafidha Khadraoui

qq Theqcommunityqcentreq–qaqvenueqforqtrainingqandqcommunityqdynamics:qwaterqmanagementqsystemqandqcreationqofqfamilyqgardens.qq
© Hafidha Khadraoui

qp Waterqandqsoilqconservationqworks.q© Hafidha Khadraoui
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>.EXAMPLE.|.Women’sqroleqinqtheqmini-dairiesqofqNariinduqinqNiger
Women are the first to be affected by changes in local dairy 
sectors. These changes represent opportunities for them 
but also a threat of loss of empowerment and of being 
marginalized or even excluded from these sectors.

In pastoral family units, the work organization is still 
characterized by a very marked sexual division of labour, 
but it changes according to the setting. Men are traditionally 
responsible for livestock management, tending, watering, 
care and sale, with women having exclusive control over milk 
(consumption, processing, neighbourhood and market sales, 
etc.), which is a key resource for household food and nutrition 
security, while contributing to women’s empowerment. 
Women have long been highly involved in the local dairy 
sectors, from which they derive regular substantial income, 
which in turn contributes to their financial self-sufficiency.

The increased urban demand for milk has led to the 
development of collection and distribution networks and the 
reorganization of livestock farming systems, which have been 
heavily impacted by major droughts. In Niger, for example, 
these systems are now organized in two ways:
1. A conventional extensive farming system with maximum  
40-head herds, some of which graze on the outskirts of 
Niamey while others are transhumant.
2. A semi-intensive farming system in the vicinity of Niamey 
for milk production with bran and fodder feed supplements for 
the dairy cows.

In parallel, in the 1970s, State-owned enterprises such as 
the Office du lait du Niger (OLANI) were created to promote 
local milk production and ensure food security for children 
and families residing in cities within the framework of food-
aid development programmes supported by the World Food 
Programme, UNICEF, FAO or the World Bank. In the 1980s, 
the implementation of structural adjustment programmes 
led to the privatization of most State-owned dairies, which 

were sold or transferred to private investors. However, they 
failed to collect local milk and dealt with competition by 
resorting massively to milk powder imports. In the 1990s, a 
more modest model was promoted with the development of 
small-scale units, such as mini-dairies, which were supported 
by FAO and implemented by NGOs. The 2007-2008 financial 
crisis, marked by rising global market agricultural prices, 
provided a favourable backdrop for the development of local 
milk sectors, to the detriment of imported milk powder.

Various projects to support the food security of Niamey 
residents were launched in this setting: the Programme for 
Livestock and Periurban Agriculture Security (2006-2008) 
followed by the Nariindu 1 (2012-2017) and Nariindu 2 (2017-
2019) Projects. These projects aimed to improve local milk 
supply to urban centres for the benefit of small periurban 

suppoRTinG FaMiLY FaRMinG oRienTeD TeRRiToRiaL 
DYnaMiCs 

Urban growth is under way at different rates in all 
countries, but everywhere it gives rise to new food 
supply chains. Supporting family farm-derived 
production chains is a way of supporting territorial 
dynamics, promoting knowledge and practices and 
improving the livelihoods of rural populations. In 
dryland areas, pastoral farming systems maintain and 
enhance the landscape while contributing to the supply 
of milk and meat to urban communities.

qp Aqfunctionalqliteracyqsessionqforqwomenqinvolvedqinqtheqlocalqdairyq
sectorqinqNiamey.qThis Nariindu Project activity is geared towards 
securing women’s role in the sector. © Nariindu Project / IRAM-Karkara

qp Background:qtaskqsharingqinqtheqdairyqsectorqinqMali,qaqslightlyqoutdatedqrepresentation?q
(Mini-dairy ex-Danaya Nono Koutiala, Mali). q© Christophe Rigourd/IRAM

qp Mrs.qBah'sqdairyqproductsq(madeqfromqlocalqmilkqandqimportedqmilkq
powder)qareqsoldqinqSikasso,qMali.qq© Christophe Rigourd/IRAM
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livestock farmers by setting up milk collection centres 
managed by livestock farmers. This led to the marketing 
of 4,000 L/day of milk (Nariindu 2 target), while supplying 
livestock farmers with complementary feed. These collection 
centres could generate substantial regular income, and result 
in women losing control of the dairy sector. Moreover, the 
projects considered ways of offsetting this income loss by 
facilitating the creation of income-generating activities for 
women, with the support of microfinance institutions.

A field analysis revealed very contrasting situations according 
to collection centres, villages and households. In the oldest 
milk collection centre in Hamdallaye, women have long since 
lost their direct access to raw milk and they are now forced 
to buy it from men. In Kollo, many women farmers still have 
direct access to raw milk, probably thanks to the steps taken 
via the Nariindu 1 project. Meanwhile, in the collection area 
of the centre planned in Namaro, women farmers intend to 
maintain their direct access to raw milk. Actions are proposed 
to support them in their project, such as:
- raising the awareness of all livestock farmers on gender and 
nutrition issues
- the involvement and strengthening of groups of women dairy 
farmers in the management of the collection centre and their 
relationship with microfinance institutions
- the creation of a curdled milk processing unit at the 
collection centre managed by the women dairy farmers
- the involvement of women farmers in the choice of village 
milk collectors, who play a key role in information exchange, 
milk collection and livestock feed distribution.

No systematic historical studies have been conducted on this 
gradual eviction of women from the local dairy sector on the 
outskirts of Niamey. This trend—which takes different forms 
depending on the milk collection area—is linked to a range 
of multiscale factors that are complex to analyse. Itq couldq
neverthelessq beq hypothesizedq thatq theq establishmentq ofq

publicqandqthenqprivateqdairyqindustriesqhasqgivenqlocalqmilkq
aqmarketqvalue,qwhichqhasqledqmenqtoqcompeteqwithqwomenq
inqtheqsaleqofqlocalqmilkqforqoverq30qyears.

This trend represents a challenge for all projects geared 
towards supporting local dairy sectors in West Africa, which 
are currently the focus of renewed interest via the Regional 
Offensive for the Promotion of Local Milk launched by the 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). Itq isq
essentialq toq takeq researchq conductedq inq differentq contextsq
intoqaccountqinqorderqtoqdetermineqeffectiveqsupportqmethodsq
soq thatq womenq canq takeq advantageq ofq theq developmentq ofq
theq sectorq whileq retainingq theirq empowermentq regardingq
milk—aqhighlyqsymbolicqproductqpastoralqfarmingqsocieties.
For further information: http://filiere-lait-niger.iram-fr.org
On the status of milk for Fulani women: Kuhn, 1997
On dairy sectors in West Africa: Corniaux et al., 2014 

qp Aqchatqonqwomen’sqroleqinqtheqdairyqsectorqinqNiamey.qqq
 © Nariindu Project / IRAM-Karkara

qp Yoghurtqproductionqbyqtheqwomen'sqcooperativeqofqYanfolila,qMali.qAlthough there was certainly some staging associated with our visit in this photo, 
women generally seem to be more aware of hygiene issues than men in mini-dairies. However, improved hygiene practices are still needed (for both women 
and men) and would extend the shelflife of dairy products. © Christophe Rigourd / IRAM
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>.EXAMPLE.|.Landqrestorationqprojects

AnqincomeqsourceqforqwomenqinqGuidimakha,q
Mauritania

Land preservation and restoration work in Mauritania is 
decided by local collective management associations (Natural 
Resources Management Programme, Pro-GRN). This involves 
setting up firewalls and stone bunds for water and soil 
conservation. These initiatives serve as productive social 
safety nets by marshalling local labour paid via funding from 
municipalities, the State or other partners. Women are closely 
involved in these annual projects during periods when the 
men have migrated for seasonal employment or are involved 
in herd transhumance, which brings in income to meet their 
household food expenses.

A survey carried out at four sites (Rosier and Taroré, 2011) 
analysed women’s and men’s accessibility to this highly labour-
intensive work (HIMO), as well as its impact on household 
incomes and food security. The choice of beneficiaries for 

HIMO activities was found to to be made without selection, 
with the majority of people being considered poor. Women’s 
participation varied according to the site, depending on the 
geographical distance and the type of work, with firewall 
construction being considered a male activity. The proportion 
of women involved (stone collection) was higher (exceeding 
70%) for stone bund building sites located near villages, 
although they were gradually facing competition from men 
who also wanted to benefit from this income-generating 
activity.

In addition to the contribution to the household food supply, 
i.e. the main source of income, income from HIMO activities 
made it possible to settle debts, guarantee further credit, buy 
animals or (particularly for two women) invest in carts for 
transport or in protective equipment for a shed. Other impacts 
were also noted regarding the preservation and restoration 
of harvesting and grazing resources, thus ensuring the 
maintenance of animals in the village.
Source: Rozier and Traoré, 2011.

suppoRTinG LanD ResToRaTion anD ReFoResTaTion

Many land restoration techniques have been 
implemented to offset the impacts of the major 
droughts of the mid-1980s in the Sahel and the 
ecological crisis facing many dryland areas. Women 
are often very involved in this restoration work or 
in controlling erosion through their labour. Their 
opinions, interest and knowledge of the environment 
are underestimated and often overlooked.

qu AgroecologyqinqTogo.qConstruction of a stone bund. 
Strengthening the bund with vetiver grass helps combat 

soil erosion and store carbon.  T. Chevallier © IRD
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>.EXAMPLE.|.Landqrestorationqprojects

AqwayqforqwomenqtoqaccessqlandqinqBurkinaqFaso

Through the Appui pour la promotion des initiatives locales 
(APIL) association, women are stakeholders in land restoration 
initiatives in the central northern region of Burkina Faso. 
Customary land law excludes women from land access in 
many localities, despite the fact that the provisions of the 2009 
Agrarian and Land Reorganization in Burkina Faso provide 
universal access to this resource. In some APIL intervention 
villages, the women’s cause has been advocated to customary 
chiefs in order convince them to grant women land so that 
they can contribute to the restoration of lands and make them 
productive. Plots have been made available to women who 
have been instructed (on the same basis as men) on water 
and soil conservation techniques. Althoughqtheseqlandsqwereq
sometimesq veryq bareq andq degradedq andq apparentlyq unableq

toq ensureq substantialq agriculturalq production,q theyq haveq
beenqtransformedqbyqwomenqintoqefficientqproductionqareas.

Inq theq lightq ofq howq successfulq theseq womenq haveq been,q
elders,qmenqandqyouthqareqworkingqwithqthemqtoqrestoreqtheq
land. The communities—organized in women farmer’s and 
mixed farmer’s groups by district—consulted each other on 
the nature and timing of the restoration work to be carried 
out. Women’s groups in turn worked in synergy with men in 
the collective and individual fields of women, men and youth 
to restore even more land. Half moon ditches, stone bunds 
and zaï have been built, and at least 175 ha of land have been 
restored in each village since 2015.
Source: Benzid and Ouedraodo, 2017.

qp Womenqthreshingqrice,qBurkinaqFaso. H. Deval © IRD
qt MoorishqgirlsqfromqsouthernqMauritania. Michel Raunet © CIRAD
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organizational dynamics – from village 
groups to international conventions

Beyond organizations linked to kinship structures, a 
diverse range of collective forms prevail in societies 
that are based on criteria as varied as age group, 
religious group membership, spatial production activity 
(agricultural work, marketing, etc.) entities. Women’s 
groups in turn are numerous and varied according to 
one or more of the above criteria. Like the family group, 
these organizations contribute to the social network 
that is renewed and strengthened during social rites, 
including ceremonies and group activities. The ability 
of a person to maintain his/her networks is the social 
basis for dignity and a form of assurance. These 
sometimes powerful networks make it possible to carry 
out collective actions and ensure mutual assistance 
when problems arise. Being excluded from them is often 
the most painful manifestation of poverty*.

CoLLeCTiVe oRGaniZaTions – MeMbeRsHip is 
soMeTiMes beYonD ReaCH FoR WoMen

Collective organization dynamics are closely linked to 
social organization, but also to the political history of 
countries that hinder or support these movements. The 
situation in Latin America thus differs markedly from 
that in sub-Saharan Africa. New collective organizations 
have been created at different scales, while often being 
based on existing forms. But when these organizations 
go beyond women’s assigned social scope, a proactive 
dynamic (affirmative action) is necessary to ensure 
women’s empowerment and representation of their 
specific interests.

* For a gender approach to poverty and deprivation that goes beyond material and monetary 
aspects, see the research of Nussbaum (2000) and Robeyns (2003).

qq Aqwomen'sqrally,q
Morocco.qqq
G. Michon © IRD
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The advantage of these collective forms is that they 
may enhance women’s decision-making power. They 
can be a factor of social change, as sometimes is the 
case in tontines or fair-trade producers’ groups (shea, 
argan, and other products such as organic cotton and 
sesame). These organizations—when structured on a 
regional scale—become major economic stakeholders, 
which can impact the sector organization and product 
recognition (geographical indication or other labels). 
Linkages between environment-friendly production 
and a fair-trade type organization enhances social and 
environmental sustainability.

In sub-Saharan Africa, the number of farmers’ 
organizations where women are in majority or even 
account for the entire membership is increasing, 
but the visibility of these organizations is more 
limited than those headed by men. This disparity is 
partly due to the historical and social conditions in 
which cooperative organizations have been created. 
In many regions, these structures have been launched 
to promote cash crops managed by men, even though 
women contributed as labourers to the cropping and 
harvesting activities.

qq Posterqofqaqwomen'sqarganqoilq
manufacturingqcooperative,qTafraout,q
Morocco.qG. Michon © IRD

qq Posterqpromotingqlocalqproductsq
inqMorocco.qHere a women's argan oil 
producing cooperative in Tamounte.   
G. Michon © IRD

qq Aqtontineqisqaqtraditionalqcreditqandqmutualqaidqsystem.
Poster promoting a traditional tontine credit system. A tontine 
is a random collective financing contract for the purchase of 
a financial asset or property owned by only a portion of the 
subscribers. A distinction is made between tontine investments 
and associations, i.e. a kind of mutual company operating in 
Africa.q M. Donnat © IRD
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innoVaTiVe iniTiaTiVes

Some organizational innovations based on social rules 
or forms of mutual assistance specific to a company 
or group succeed in achieving high participant 
involvement. Two common points are found in the 
diverse range of initiatives: first, they are in the women’s 

sphere, especially in societies with high gender 
segregation (e.g. in Morocco and Tunisia), and second, 
the technical and economic success of these initiatives 
leads to a strong sense of dignity and recognition. This 
dimension is clearly vital because these women live in 
societies in which they are in low-valued subordinate 
positions.

>.FOCUS.|.Increasedqinvolvementqofqwomenqinqcollectiveqorganizationsqinqsub-
SaharanqAfricaq–qmixedqresults
The increase in male migration as a result of climate crises 
and cereal production deficits in Sahelian areas has boosted 
the role of women in subsistence farming. The latter are 
involved in the development of market gardening production 
and they have formed groups to enhance the promotion of 
the resulting products. The decentralization of aid channels 
in the 1990s enabled the growing number of women’s 
organizations to receive capacity-building support from NGOs 
and projects, in a context where women were encouraged to 
get organized to access training, inputs, technology and credit. 
The emergence of women’s groups was facilitated by extant 
associative traditions involving mutual aid for farm work, 
coverage of social expenditures and skills training.

However, women’s organizations that have been formed are 
heterogeneous in size and function. Their expansion is more 
marked with regard to market gardening, food processing 
and microcredit. Their dynamism varies according to 
seniority and the sociocultural setting. Women’s participation 
in mixed farmers’ organizations is limited in patriarchal 
societies underpinned by a rigorous Islamic tradition where 
women’s mobility outside the household is ill-regarded. Theq
formationq ofq exclusivelyq women’sq groupsq isq henceq oftenq aq
necessaryq stepq towardsq women’sq empowerment.q Inq thisq
configuration,q theyq mayq expressq themselvesq moreq freely,q
distanceqthemselvesqfromqdomesticqandqmaritalqobligations,q
whileq acquiringq newq skillsq andq aq professionalq identity.  
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qq Soilqfertilizationqbyqcompostingq
inqMadagascar.qT. Chevallier © IRD
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But the impact of collective action on such groups should 
not be overestimated. The creation of women’s groups by 
support structures is often accompanied by the promotion 
of so-called women’s activities (crafts, nutrition, livestock 
fattening, small-scale trade). This does not call into question 
the underestimation of their role in agricultural production 
and does not sufficiently address problems associated with 
their lack of empowerment.

Forq mixed-genderq organizations—asq elsewhereq inq theq
world—womenq haveq moreq difficultyq thanq menq inq accessingq
positionsq ofq responsibility.q Theq under-representationq ofq
womenqinqdecision-makingqbodiesqisqveryqmarkedqinqfederalq
organizations.qTheqconstraintsqfacedqbyqwomenqinqaccessingq
keyqpositionsqstemqfromqdiscriminationqandqinequalitiesqthatq
undermineqtheirqconfidenceq inqtheirqabilities:q lower literacy, 
schooling, technical and managerial training levels than men, 
a lower economic foundation that does not enable them to 
cover expenses related to associative responsibilities, limits 

their access to the public space, whereas they remain relatively 
unavailable due to their different family commitments.

Women are also not a homogeneous group. The impacts of 
organizational dynamics on women’s situation and gender 
relations are linked to the specificity of the organizations’ 
activities, the economic and sociocultural contexts in which 
they are active and leadership practices. Women’s groups 
often reflect the hierarchical structure of society, but their 
associative dynamics also reflect those of civil society. Keyq
positionsq areq oftenq heldq byq elders,q wivesq ofq prominentq
people,q educatedq women,q thoseq withq greaterq economicq
andq interpersonalq skills.q Linkagesq betweenq individualq andq
collectiveq interestsq areq sometimesq problematicq andq canq
increaseqdisparitiesqbetweenqcategoriesqofqwomen.

Yet women’s organizations can also be spaces where 
women in inferior positions assert themselves through the 
learning of new skills which they subsequently apply in the 
tasks entrusted to them. This gives rise to new alliances of 
‘voiceless’ people such as women, youth, ‘castes’, dominated 
people and non-natives who may join forces to claim rights to 
land and trees.

Theq visibilityq thatq womenq acquireq asq aq resultq ofq theirq
increasedq involvementq inq familyq developmentq andq
subsistenceqactivitiesqisqinqlineqwithqaqrebalancingqofqgenderq
relations.q Butq theq additionalq workq andq burdensq resultingq
fromqthisqincreaseqinqtheirqresponsibilitiesqisqaqmanifestationq
ofq theq permanenceq andq evenq strengtheningq ofq genderq
inequalityqrelations.
For further information: AGRIPADE, 2015; Wided and Bonnassieux, 2014; Saussey, 2011.

qt WomenqinqGaoua,qBurkinaqFaso.qR. Nisin © IRD

qq Saleqofqlocalqproductsqbyqwomen,qSenegal.qWomen's organizations 
have been set up with the aim of creating economic microcircuits in 
villages, largely through their work in plantations, and in harvesting and 
selling plantation products. qqR. Bally © IRD
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>.EXAMPLE.|.AqMoroccanq‘passingqonqtheqgift’qtraditionqmainstreamedqintoq
aqdevelopmentqprogramme

>.EXAMPLE.|.Women’sqcapacityqbuildingq–qtheq‘MataqMasuqDubara’qsavingsqq
andqcreditqbanksqinqtheqMaradiqregionqofqNiger

In the mountainous region of Ouarzazate, Rosa is an original 
initiative designed to create economic activities for rural 
women. The aim is to fight poverty in this region marked by 
desertification and outmigration by developing small income-
generating projects with women (dairy goats, sheep, bees, 
hens and rabbits). The activity is focused mainly on goat 
farming using recently introduced and well-adapted dairy 
breeds that are fed locally produced fodder.

Rosa projects are based on the ‘who receives...gives’ 
principle (or ‘passing on the gift’) whereby each time a family 
receives an animal it signs a contract to donate a newborn 
animal from its herd to another family. This takes place 
during a donation transmission ceremony. Thisq principleq
strengthensqcommunityqbonds,qwhileqalsoqensuringqtheqrapidq
disseminationqofqwomen-runqlivestockqfarming.

Ten years after its launch in 2005, Rosa supports 65 village 
groups located within a 200 km radius around Ouarzazate 
and federated within the association. Women’sq rapidq
interestq inq livestockq farmingq ledq themqtoq formqtheqCOROSAq
dairyq cooperative,q withq aq cheeseq factoryq beingq launchedq
inq Tamassinteq inq Mayq 2010. With the support of an NGO  
(Élevages sans frontières), the cooperative is equipped with 
modern equipment with female staff trained in cheese-making 

techniques and the latest hygiene standards. This cheese 
factory has modernized the cheese manufacturing process 
and led to the production of superior quality cheese.
For further information: Noutfia et al., 2011.
Women’s cooperative for goat rearing and cheese making:
www.corosa.ma 
www.elevagessansfrontieres.org/des-donateurs-en-visite 

Among the many microfinance projects created with mixed 
success in recent decades, one set up by the NGO Care in 
Niger in the Maradi region is often showcased. Created in 1991, 
this so-called ‘Mata Masu Dubara’ (MMD, or literally ‘women 
in movement’) project is primarily a savings system, inspired 
by the traditional tontine system and based on women’s 
weekly contributions. Credit is allocated to MMD members 
via this fund to develop small-scale economic activities. The 
amount of the contributions and interest rates are set by the 
group. There is no external financial support, but the group is 
able to gradually acquire management skills through training 
and supervision. Management innovations, such as unwritten 
accounting, have enabled often illiterate women to manage 
the tool.

Theq modelq hadq successfullyq expandedq withq theq openingq
ofq moreq thanq 26,000q MMDsq inq 2017.q Maturationq hasq ledq toq
theq creationq ofq MMDq networksq thatq haveq strengthenedq theq
feelingqofqbelongingqtoqaqrecognizedqlegalqentity. Projects use 
the organizational skills acquired in these groups to generate 
new activities by forging partnerships to access funding, 
support or equipment. Women can thus engage in collective 
and community projects: healthcare huts, cereal banks, 
collective fields, land reclamation and women’s lean season 
granaries.

This new role of women leads to household adjustments 
that are sometimes frictional and may have a social cost.  
A qualitative study has shown that women have to make 
trade-offs in the management of their time between domestic 

tasks, their own economic activities, collective activities and 
meetings of the group and the MMD network. Women address 
this issue by mobilizing their daughters, nieces or daughters-
in-law for domestic tasks. Due to the time-consuming nature 
of the involvement in MMD groups and networks, it is often 
women with mobilizable household labour resources who are 
able to get involved. The study also highlights the relational 
(tensions with the husband) and physical impacts of overwork, 
as well as the financial risks associated with penalties in 
the event of non-compliance with the group’s regulations. 
However, these disadvantages are generally offset by the 
opportunities offered by membership in an MMD network, 
but also by the collective and community recognition status. 
Indeed, 90%q ofq theq villageq stakeholdersq interviewedq saidq
theyq recognizedq theq politicalq roleq ofq women.q MMDq womenq
membersq ranq asq candidatesq inq theq 2004q localq electionsq inqq
23qofqtheq30qvillagesqsurveyed.
For further information: Diarra Dacko and Monimart, 2017.
MMD Network in Niger: www.care.org/work/economic-development/microfinance

qu AqprojectqcarriedqoutqbyqtheqMataqMasuqDubaraqprogrammeq–q
aqcerealqbankqinqtheqvillageqofqImbalgamqinqNiger.qF. Boyer © IRD

 p © COROSA
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>.EXAMPLE.|.Women’sqstruggleqforqtheqcreationqofqanqenvironmentalq
reserveqinqBrazil
Women played a key role in the creation of the Nascentes 
Geraizeiras Sustainable Development Reserve (RDS) in 
semiarid Cerrado savannah areas north of Minas Gerais 
in southeast Brazil in October 2014. This new federal 
conservation site of over 38,000 ha is located in a vast area 
of preserved natural vegetation. It ensures protection from 
a deforestation project, which aimed to set up large-scale 
eucalyptus tree stands to produce charcoal to fuel the steel 
industry.

A decree signed by Dilma Rousseff, President of Brazil at the 
time, ended 12 years of struggle by the indigenous Geraizeiros 
people who traditionally live on forest plant processing 
activities.

Womenqmobilizedqandqtookqactionqduringqtheqmostqstrategicq
momentsq inq thisq community’sq struggleq toq preserveq itsq
environment. Faced with the urgency and challenge of 
defending access to and use of their land and resources (fruit 
collection, medicinal plants, etc.) upon which their families 
depend, women have been able to mobilize and act, even 
without the massive presence of men, who are often absent 
due to seasonal migration for work. For example, they have 

been at the forefront blocking machines to prevent them from 
cutting down trees. Most of them were still on a hunger and 
thirst strike outside of the government palace in Brasilia, 
the capital of Brazil. But beyond their punctual spectacular 
struggles to create the RDS, and for longer-term sustainable 
development purposes, women have created a cooperative 
for fruit processing and promotion. For example, they have 
now managed to sell frozen fruit pulp to the Rio Pardo de 
Minas mayor’s office, which in turn redistributes it to schools 
to provide juice for school children at meals. This income-
generating activity allows them to boost their family income 
directly on their land according to their traditions.

CoMMiTTeD WoMen inFLuenCe enViRonMenTaL 
poLiCY

Some women’s groups are becoming interlocutors who 
can influence public policy choices through different 
forms of mobilization: actions in decentralized 
communities for collective resource management, 
e.g. the struggle for recognition of women’s rights on 

collective lands or to oppose development projects that 
deprive them of these rights.

These organizations can impact the institutional 
approach to gender issues, as can be seen, for instance, 
in gender mainstreaming in macroeconomic budgets 
(‘gender-sensitive’ budgets) in South Africa or Morocco.

qq Demonstrationqonqtheqreserve.q© RDS

qq Fruitqharvesting.q© RDS
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LoCaL ResouRCe ManaGeMenT ConVenTions – HoW 
aRe WoMen inVoLVeD?

Many countries are undergoing a decentralization 
process that also involves local management of natural 
resources by representative entities (management 
committees or associations) at the municipal or 

village level. This resource management concerns 
land (e.g. the future of collective lands in Morocco) 
and forest management or development for water 
and soil conservation. But the governance of natural 
resources—in this case uncultivated areas—gives little 
leeway to women, who are often primary users.

>.EXAMPLE.|.Women’sqinvolvementqinqlocalqnaturalqresourceqmanagementqinq
Mauritaniaq–qaqdifficultqpath

The decentralized Natural Resources Management 
Programme (Pro-GRN) was implemented in the Guidimaklha 
region of Mauritania by the German Corporation for 
International Cooperation (GIZ) from 2001 to 2011. The aim 
was to develop the common natural resource governance 
and management capacity of local associations. Thirty-eight 
local collective management associations (AGCLs) were thus 
created, supported and recognized by the authorities. They 
manage the silvopastoral resources in their municipalities and 
carry out various planning and protection actions.

As in many situations, women are the primary users of these 
areas, where they gather jujubes, baobab leaves and balanite 
fruits, which provide an essential nutritional supplement for 
their families while also generating income. Indeed, 30% 
of the cash income of the poorest households comes from 
these harvesting activities and from the sale of crafts made 
from harvested products. For example, Haratine* people who 
harvest gum arabic, are estimated to have earned an average 
income of MRU60,000 to 80,000**per season from 2009 to 
2011.

Womenqrepresentqaqstabilityqfactorqinqvillagesqsinceqtheyqareq
inq dailyq contactq withq naturalq resourcesq andq emigrateq lessq
thanq men.q Theyq couldq thereforeq playq aq keyq roleq inq naturalq
resourceq management. Moreover, from the standpoint of 
different stakeholders, women are considered to be “more 
sensitive than men” to the renewal of natural resources upon 
which they are highly dependent.

A regulation had to be passed to ensure that at least two 
women would be elected to the executive board of each 
association because of women’s substantial involvement in 
natural resource management structures. The programme 
was monitored and assessed so as to be able to record the 
progress of AGCLs in three areas: their management and 
organizational capacities; their capacity to manage land and 
natural resources; and their capacity to acquire and maintain 
good social and institutional representativeness. Association 
representativeness monitoring revealed that onqaverageq20%q
ofqtheqpositionsqofqresponsibilityqinq37qassociationsqwereqheldq
byqwomen,qwithqaqhighqvariabilityqrangeq(6-40%).qThisqfindingq
representsqaqconsiderableqstepqforwardqinqtheqlocalqcontext,q

qq MeetingqofqvillageqassociationqleadersqinqtheqMontepuezqcotton-growingqzoneqinqMozambique.qNote the very low representation of women.  
qMichel Fok © CIRAD
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This is why gender is a key issue in local resource 
management. First there is the question of regulating 
access rights: how do local conventions mainstream 
and secure women’s rights to resources (e.g. harvesting 
or use of wood and non-wood products)? Are women’s 
specific resources taken into account in these local 
conventions?

Then there is the question of women’s participation 
in resource management organizations in societies 
where their representation is often very low, where a 
proactive approach is necessary (as in the Mauritania 
case described in the box below) to ensure that they are 
allocated decision-making positions in the bodies of 
these organizations.

butqitqisqstillqbelowq30%,qi.e.qtheqrateqgenerallyqconsideredqtoq
beq theq minimumq thresholdq forq aq significantq contributionq ofq
disadvantagedqgroupsqtoqdecision-makingqprocesses.

A qualitative study was carried out in 2011 to get the viewpoints 
of stakeholders concerned by this local natural resource 
management approach, which had been implemented 
since 2004. Interviews with institutional stakeholders 
(deconcentrated and decentralised services, local authorities, 
forest inspectors) and other involved people revealed 
gender differences. Women had actively participated in tree 
regeneration initiatives, which helped develop harvesting 
activities while promoting the re-emergence of certain 
species. They declared that they were aware of and complied 
with sustainable natural resource management regulations. 
Moreover,q throughq theirq regularq presenceq inq theq field,q theyq
hadq becomeq activeq resourceq managementq monitors***,q
withoutqbeingqofficiallyqdesignatedqbyqtheqassociations.

Theq interviewedq menq andq womenq didq notq shareq theq sameq
viewpointsq onq users’q involvementq inq governance, i.e. men 

believed that management bodies were defending the interests 
of all users well, while women requested more participation 
in decision-making and more transparency in the allocation 
of the funds to which they were contributing. They regretted 
the scant number of women members of the executive boards 
(management bodies) and felt that their lack of involvement 
in AGLC management bodies was a barrier to their success. 
The choice of executive board bodies is generally made by 
consensus, while excluding women whose permanent role 
—especially during the lean season—is essential for the 
AGLCs to run smoothly.
Source: Isselmou Ould and Niang, 2011.

* The Haratine are descendants of the black slaves captured by nomadic Arab and Berber tribes.
** Which represents €145 to €193 (MRU = Mauritanian ouguiya)
*** During a local consultation process, negotiations with municipalities and technical services, 
planning and organization, administrative and legal recognition, AGCLs became officially 
responsible for the management of a clearly delineated silvopastoral area. They must develop 
local resource management regulations (local convent ions), whose implementation must be 
monitored by officially designated members.
     

qq WomenqofqtheqGroupementqdeqpromotionqféminineqdeqKaffrine,qSenegal.qqMichel Fok © CIRAD
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GenDeR poLiCies anD iMpLeMenTaTion TooLs

international conventions and national legislation – 
uneven progress

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women, better known as 
CEDAW, was adopted by the United Nations in 1979, 
and it has been ratified by 186 countries to date. 
Other international conventions, such as the three 
environmental conventions that emerged from the 
1992 Rio Summit (on climate, biological diversity 
and desertification), are gradually taking the gender 
dimension into account to varying degrees, with 
action plans and methodological guides for gender 
mainstreaming, such as the Training Manual on Gender 
and Climate Change of the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (Aguilar, 2009), the 
Guidelines for Mainstreaming Gender into National 
Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans (CBD-IUCN, 
2014) and the Gender Action Plan of the United Nations 
Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD, 
2016, 2017). However, beyond the declarations in 
the texts, there are still difficulties in the concrete 
implementation of these recommendations in actions 
to combat desertification, as regularly pointed out by 
civil society organizations.

At the country level, significant yet uneven legislative 
progress has been achieved towards the elimination 
of discrimination against women. The research of 
Hallward-Driemeier et al. (2013) provides an overview 
of these developments in 100 countries (including 33 in 
sub-Saharan Africa) over the 1960 to 2010 period. The 
authors used several indicators in their study, such as 
access rights to property and assets, women’s decision-
making autonomy (not being under the supervision 
of a husband or brother for everyday activities, moving 
or taking a salaried job), as well as the way in which 
possible contradictions between formal and customary 
laws are taken into account. Despite some cases of 
stagnation or even regression, the results highlighted 
the significant progress made in national legislation, 
driven by international conventions and civil society 
organizations, and the increased proportion of women 
involved politically at decision-making levels.

>.FOCUS.|.UNCCDqGenderq
ActionqPlan
The UNCCD’s first Gender Action Plan was adopted in 
September 2017 at the 13th Conference of the Parties 
(COP13, Ordos, China). It acknowledges that:
• Gender policies must strengthen sustainable land 
management activities and their implementation: 
participation, economic empowerment, access to land 
and resources, technology development and transfer, and 
capacity building.
• Women must be involved in the implementation of land 
and natural resource use policies.
• The gender dimension must be mainstreamed in all 
targets and objectives of activities carried out under the 
Convention in order to increase their effectiveness.

Four priorities for action were defined: 

1. Participationq inq decisionsq takenq duringq theq design,q
planning,q implementationq andq evaluationq ofq initiativesq toq
implementqtheqConvention.q[...] Parties will seek to increase 
and strengthen the participation and leadership of women 
at all levels in decision-making and local implementation 
of the Convention, including in drought management and 
sand and dust storm and land degradation neutrality 
interventions, and aim to reach gender parity by 2030.

2. Integratingq women’sq economicq empowermentq inq
theq Conventionq implementationq activitiesq inq orderq toq
eradicateq theirq extremeq poverty.q [...] Parties will aim to 
promote women’s economic empowerment by breaking 
down gender-related barriers and creating quality 
income-earning opportunities for rural women involved in 
implementation activities.

3. Strengtheningq women’sq landq rightsq andq accessq toq
resources. Parties will aim to increase women’s land rights 
by 2030 through diverse and innovative approaches.

4. Enhancingq women’sq accessq toq improvedq knowledgeq
andq technologiesq thatq relateq toq effectiveq implementationq
ofq theq Convention. Parties will seek to build the 
knowledge capacities of female land-users in the areas 
targeted for sustainable land management to deliver 
appropriate technological resources, including information 
technologies, training, extension services and the education 
of girls.
Source: UNCCD, 2017.
For further information: www.unccd.int/actions/gender-action-plan

qu 11thqsessionqofqtheq
ConferenceqofqtheqPartiesq

(COPq11)qofqtheqUNCCDq
(16-27qSeptemberq2013,q

Windhoek,qNamibia).qq
© CSFD
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Gender inequality in informal institutions is, however, 
a major obstacle to the practical implementation of 
more egalitarian policies because this issue is deeply 
rooted in culture and religion, in a representation of the 
social roles of men and women that relegates women 
to a position of inferiority. Many studies have shown 
that gender inequality hampers development (Klasen, 
2017).

Making concrete progress on gender equality – examples 
of tools to measure, monitor, inform and take this issue 
into better into account

Civil society organizations – French associations such 
as Adéquations and Genre en action have long been 
advocating better mainstreaming of gender issues in 
development initiatives. They have developed tools, 
including observatories, communication materials, 
workshops and publications such as technical support 
factsheets that may be general in scope, e.g. the Vivre 
le genre ! document published in collaboration with the 
F3E association network (Barré et al., 2018), targeted 
for development interventions* (Hofmann, 2001), or 
focused on innovative topics such as gender-sensitive 
municipal budgeting**.

* www.genreenaction.net/Fiches-pratiques-pour-integrer-le-genre.html 
** www.genreenaction.net/Capitalisation-Les-fiches-techniques-du-projet.html 

qp Trainingqofqstudentsqinqaqstandardizedqagronomicqexperimentalqsystemqcomparingq10qquinoaqvarieties,qBolivia.qJ.P. Raffaillac © IRD
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>.FOCUS.|.OECDqGenderqEqualityq
PolicyqMarkerq
The OECD monitors aid for gender equality and women’s 
rights through the gender equality policy marker of the 
Development Assistance Committee (DAC). This marker 
identifies gaps between political commitments and 
financial support for gender equality and women’s rights. 
Currently 92% of total bilateral aid allocated by sector has 
been screened against this marker based on a three-point 
project/programme scoring system:

-q 0q -q Notq targeted: the project/programme has been 
screened against the marker but has not been found to 
target gender equality.
-q 1q -q Significant: Gender equality is an important and 
deliberate objective, but not the principal reason for 
undertaking the project/programme.
-q2q-qPrincipal: Gender equality is the main objective of the 
project/programme and is fundamental in its design and 
expected results. This project/programme would not have 
been undertaken without this gender equality objective.
Source: OECD-DAC, 2016.
For further information: www.oecd.org/dac/gender-development/Handbook-OECD-
DAC-Gender-Equality-Policy-Marker.pdf

The mobilization of international organizations and 
national development aid agencies to make concrete 
progress on gender equality occurred later. However, 
through its Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) is now actively pursuing 
this theme, firmly convinced that the main objectives 
of the 2030 SDG agenda could only be achieved if 
gender equality is mainstreamed in development 
assistance interventions: “Priorities for the years to 2030 
include gender-responsive investments in basic social 
services, infrastructure and social protection, as well as 
addressing persistent gender inequalities in control over 
and ownership of productive resources and access to 
decent jobs” (OECD-DAC, 2016a, p.8).

OECD has set up tools to monitor projects for which it 
has granted development aid* in order to encourage 
agencies in its Member States to put into practice the 
objective of reducing gender inequality and supporting 
women’s empowerment (SDG 5). It has thus developed 
the Gender Equality Policy Marker (see FOCUS 
opposite). The purpose of this statistical tool is to record 

qq ParticipatoryqresearchqonqpotatoesqinqPeru.qqO. Dangles © IRD
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and evaluate aid activities that target gender equality as 
an aid policy objective. A project is classified ‘0’ if none 
of its specific objectives target gender equality, ‘1’ if 
this is a deliberate objective but not the principal one, 
and ‘2’ if gender equality is a main project objective. 
This score is included in annual reports that countries 
prepare on their support activities for the Development 
Assistance Committee. This marker is thus a key tool 
for monitoring projects, as well as financial volumes, 
which are still below the objectives, i.e. two-thirds of all 
programmes were scored 0 in terms of financial volumes 
in 2015-2016 (OECD-CAD, 2016a and 2018).

Most international cooperation agencies in OECD 
countries have gradually implemented gender action 
plans, e.g. the UK Department for International 
Development (DFID) and the German Corporation for 
International Cooperation (GIZ).

Since 2014, the French Development Agency (AFD) has 
been implementing a gender strategy geared towards 
reducing gender inequality in operations it finances. 
A cross-cutting action framework has been created to 

enhance gender mainstreaming practices in the agency’s 
activities, which is committed to ensuring that 50% of 
the projects it funds are scored 1 or 2 according to the 
OECD Gender Equality Policy Marker. To support the 
implementation of this strategy, ‘gender toolboxes’ have 
been developed for AFD’s various areas of intervention, 
including agriculture and biodiversity (Buchy, 2016) 
or environmental and social diligence** (Repussard, 
2018), two themes that underlie actions to combat 
desertification. Different stages of projects, from their 
design to their implementation and assessment, may be 
monitored via these toolkits.

These monitoring tools and mechanisms must be 
suitable for stakeholders at the different intervention 
levels. This is an obstacle that has yet to be overcome, 
as the various stakeholders, including development aid 
agents, continue to be influenced by prevailing social 
norms and representations of the roles of women and 
men.
** The term ‘environmental and social due diligence’ refers to the verification process imple-
mented by AFD to ensure that environmental and social risks are assessed and managed in accor-
dance with its requirements.

Organizational dynamics – from village groups to international conventions
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Reducing gender inequality and supporting 
women’s empowerment – a prerequisite for 
successfully combating desertification

For the most vulnerable populations, land degradation 
triggers a decline in ecosystem services that has 
broader consequences than declining soil fertility 
and its impacts on agricultural or forage production. 
Water resources, plant diversity (gathered plants, 
pharmacopoeia) and wood resources are also affected. 
The livelihood system is changing, so it is necessary 
to find relatively sustainable alternative solutions to 
cope with this alteration of resources. This can result 
in increased food insecurity, seasonal or longer-term 

migration. Another consequence is the worsening of 
inequality between socioeconomic groups, according 
to their status and livelihood, and within these groups, 
according to the position in the lineage, birth rank 
and, of course, gender. One of the baseline elements 
of the economic and social organization of rural 
societies involves differentiation of rights, activities and 
responsibilities between women and men, in addition 
to other social stratifications.

qq Women'sqmeeting.qNamibia.qq© M. Loireau

qu Groupqofqwomenqsheaqgrowers.qBurkinaqFaso.q© M. Loireau
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Women, who have the most precarious rights of 
access to resources (land, financial or political), are 
therefore the first to be affected by the restriction 
of these rights when livelihoods deteriorate. 
Desertification thus contributes to the loss of women’s 
autonomy, while changes in family structures and 
economic developments lead to an increase in 
their responsibilities, as can be seen in the growing 
number of women household heads taking on the 
responsibility of supporting their children alone.

Controlling desertification can contribute to 
improving women’s economic self-sufficiency, their 
stakeholder capacity, as well as respect for their rights 
and social status if these dimensions are taken into 
account in interventions. However, despite some 
changes, the low representation of women in local to 
international decision-making bodies, and insufficient 
attention to the specific issues that concern them, 
are ongoing stumbling blocks. The focus on reducing 
gender inequality remains secondary, as does the 
involvement of men in this process, despite real progress 
in the implementation of monitoring tools and action 
plans.

Yet in many situations where women have an essential 
role in rural areas, combating land degradation will 

be ineffective if the actions are ‘gender-blind’, as 
exemplified by the following questions. How could 
women invest labour and money in soil preservation 
or restoration initiatives if—because of precarious 
land rights—they are not sure to be able to keep the 
land. How could they even free up time when social 
reproductive tasks (e.g. domestic work, child- and elder-
care) are so time- and energy-consuming?

Actions to combat desertification at local or regional 
levels also often contradict policy choices at other 
scales, such as economic liberalization, allowing foreign 
investment in agricultural land with agroindustrial 
farming methods to the detriment of family farming, 
or leaving room for companies that produce seeds 
(GMOs, etc.) at the risk of reducing the genetic diversity 
of farmers’ seeds. Gender issues and the desertification 
combat are part of this and cannot be dealt with in 
isolation without considering the orientations of 
development models.

The examples presented in this Dossier also illustrate 
how rural women are mobilizing as stakeholders 
in combating desertification, despite the social 
constraints and norms conveyed by local institutions 
and often by the projects.

Reducing gender inequality and supporting women’s empowerment – a prerequisite for successfully combating desertification
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International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
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International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
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Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
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www.oecd.org/dac/gender-development
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www.unfpa.org

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org

United Nations (UN Women)
www.unwomen.org

United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification
(UNCCD)
www.unccd.int/publications/gender-action-plan
https://knowledge.unccd.int/topics/gender

United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
www.cbd.int/gender

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)
https://unfccc.int/topics/gender/the-big-picture/introduction-
togender-and-climate-change

World Health Organization (WHO) – Sexual and Reproductive Health
www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/fgm/en 

International cooperation agencies

Department for International Development (DFID, UK)
www.gov.uk/government/publications/dfid-strategic-vision-for-
gender-equality-her-potential-our-future

French Development Agency (AFD)
www.afd.fr/en

German Corporation for International Cooperation GmbH (GIZ, 
Germany)
https://genderstrategy.giz.de
www.giz.de/en/worldwide/65544.html

Research institutions and laboratories

Gender and Sexuality Studies Laboratory (LEGS, France)
www.legs.cnrs.fr

Gender Institute (France)
https://institut-du-genre.fr/en

Institute of Development Studies (IDS, UK) – BRIDGE (Development 
– Gender)
www.bridge.ids.ac.uk

Population and Development Centre (CEPED, France)
www.ceped.org/en

Non-governmental organizations

Adéquations (France)
www.adequations.org

Centre d’Actions et de Réalisations Internationales (CARI, France)
www.cariassociation.org

CARE International
www.care.org/our-impact/gender-in-practice 

Networks

F3E network of associations devoted to quality, in terms of working 
methods, of international solidarity or decentralized cooperation 
initiatives (France)
https://f3e.asso.fr

Genre en action network (France)
www.genreenaction.net

Genre et Développement platform launched by the Ministry for 
Europe and Foreign Affairs (France)
www.genre-developpement.org
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Family structure. This refers to the composition and functioning 
of family units, including marriages, kinship organization and 
intergenerational relationships. Research on family structures 
shows that they diversify, change and recompose in relation to 
social, economic or political transformations. (Source: CEPED)

Kinship. A tie binding people linked by descent (synonymous with 
‘filiation’). (Source: ATILF)

Lean season. Period before the first harvest when there may be 
no grain left from the previous harvest.

Lineage society. The lineage is a unilinear filiation group whose 
members are either in the agnatic line (patrilineal) or in the uterine 
line (matrilineal) of a known common ancestor. (Source: Larousse 
and Wikipedia)

Livelihood. The livelihood approach focuses on understanding how 
households develop (or not) their means and conditions of living. 
The term could be defined as follows: “A livelihood comprises 
the capabilities, assets (stores, resources, claims and access) and 

activities required for a means of living” (Chambers and Conway, 
1991, p. 6); they are considered sustainable when activity systems 
ensure the different aspects of sustainability (economic, social 
and environmental) and limit household vulnerability.

Patrilineal or matrilineal affiliation. Which is based solely on 
paternal (patrilineal) or maternal (matrilineal) ancestry with 
regard to the filiation, family and social organization of a group 
or clan. (Source: Analyse et Traitement Informatique de la Langue 
Française [ATILF])

Tontine. An association of people who regularly contribute money 
to a common fund, the amount of which is paid to each of its 
members in turn. (Source: Centre National de Ressources Textuelles 
et Lexicales).

Zaï . This traditional method helps recover degraded land. It 
involves digging small 20-40 cm diameter and 10-15 cm deep pits 
with a hoe during dry periods and then throwing in one or two 
handfuls of organic manure. This enables occasional localized 
regeneration of these degraded soils. (Source: CSFD, 2015).
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Abstract

The land desertification process is generally the result of human activities carried out at 
different scales and exacerbated by global environmental change. Yet the livelihoods of 
people in rural communities are highly dependent on the quality and diversity of ecosystem 
resources. These societies are characterized by a high level of sexual division of labour, 
activities and responsibilities and hence desertification does not affect men and women 
in the same spheres. Women—in addition to their farming activities, particularly growing 
subsistence crops—shoulder most tasks encompassed by the social reproduction 
concept (e.g. domestic activities, child- and elder-care). This unpaid yet essential work 
is time consuming and restricts women’s mobility. In dryland countries with low human 
development rates, women’s heavy and arduous workloads increase when resources such 
as water, fuelwood or products gathered for food, medicinal purposes or handicrafts are in 
short supply. Women’s resource access rights are also more precarious, and their work is 
under-rated and -valued. Moreover, women are under-represented in decisionmaking and 
leadership structures, while being constrained by social norms that often relegate them to 
inferior roles, and their rights are further eroded when resource competition intensifies. But 
women are also active in defending their rights and combating desertification, i.e. many 
are involved in counteracting land degradation or even in its restoration via associations, 
farmers’ organizations and individual initiatives. Operators and policymakers must now 
take these women stakeholders into better account, as they are too often overlooked in 
policies to combat desertification.

Keywords: 
gender, rights inequalities, dryland area, combating desertification

Résumé

Le processus de désertification des terres est le plus souvent causé par des 
activités humaines menées à différentes échelles et aggravé par des changements 
environnementaux globaux. Or, les moyens d’existence des sociétés rurales sont liés 
à la qualité et à la diversité des ressources fournies par les écosystèmes. Ces sociétés 
sont marquées par une forte division des tâches, des activités et des responsabilités 
entre hommes et femmes, et, pour cette raison, les conséquences de la désertification 
ne les affectent pas dans les mêmes domaines. En plus des activités liées à la production 
agricole, notamment vivrière, les femmes assument l’essentiel des tâches de la sphère 
de la reproduction sociale (comme le travail domestique, les soins aux enfants et aux 
personnes âgées). Ce travail non rémunéré, pourtant essentiel, est consommateur de 
temps et limite la mobilité des femmes. Dans les pays à faible développement humain de 
la zone aride, la charge et la pénibilité du travail des femmes augmentent encore lorsque 
les ressources comme l’eau, le bois de feu ou les produits de cueillette, destinés à 
l’alimentation, la pharmacopée ou l’artisanat, se font plus rares. Par ailleurs, les femmes 
ont des droits d’accès aux ressources plus précaires, ainsi qu’une moindre considération 
et valorisation de leur travail. Moins bien représentées dans les structures de décision 
et de pouvoir, contraintes par des normes sociales qui souvent les relèguent, elles 
voient leurs droits rognés lorsque la compétition pour les ressources devient plus rude. 
Mais, les femmes sont aussi des acteurs dans la défense de leurs droits et dans les 
actions de lutte contre la désertification : à travers des associations, des organisations 
de producteurs ou des actions individuelles, elles se mobilisent pour contrecarrer la 
dégradation des terres, voire les restaurer. Il appartient aux opérateurs et aux décideurs, 
de mieux prendre en compte ces actrices, trop souvent ignorées dans les politiques de 
lutte contre la désertification.

Mots clés : 
genre, inégalités des droits, zone aride, lutte contre la désertification
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